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The -Creed of an Engineer
Orange E. McMeans, '96
Of McMeans & Tripp, Indianapolis, Ind.
,liomomomommommtimummiumommotommommoomm momoommomoomiewoommomoomossoomommommicomommoommomommommommomoomoommoommommoimao:
oon:mm...umommommiimomi.:
A noted college president and educator who once addressed the Rose student assembly said, "The strongest
word in the Egnlish language is the word BELIEVE." He further intimated that more true and lasting things
depended upon that word than any other. The author of the accompanying alumni address delivered to the
[graduates of '26 has here stated in no uncertain terms a practical daily standard which we will do well to make
our own. .
IT goes without saying that it is a sup
reme pleasure
to me to conic back to Old Rose. transplanted, it is
true, since I proudly carried off a diploma just thirty
years ago, and to talk in a friendly intimate way for
a few minutes to these young men just leaving the
New Rose. Perhaps you members of the class of
1926, with heads crammed full of formulae, moduli,
and reactions, will now be expecting, crowded into
ten minutes, another formula, under the label, "How
To Achieve Success in Engineering." Not a bit of it.
You can read stories about successful people in al-
most every activity, told in a far more interesting way
than I can do it, in The American Magazine, twenty-
five cents a copy. Do not think I am casting any slur
upon that splendid publication notable in the field of
modern current literature, built upon the big idea of
its late editor, John M. Siddall, who had the satisfac-
tion of seeing its success before he passed into the
beyond, four years ago.
No, I am not going to try, in these few minutes, to
give you a recipe for success. Here's a big boost for
each member of the class and a hope that success
may knock loudly at your front door and find you at
home. But I will try in a very humble way to point
out sonic items in a bill of happiness, to suggest some
matters outside of engineering, so that, as you roll
down the high road to success, with Old Rose as a
starter, and every cylinder hitting smoothly, as timed
for you by these experts who have had you under
adjustment for four years you may not overlook the
scenery along the way, or fail to pause long enough
to drink at those springs of joy that often lie hidden
from the careless travellers intent only on getting
somewhere, forgetting the pleasure of the journey.
The title I have chosen for this little talk is, "The
Creed of an Engineer." Sounds like a sermon might
be coming, doesn't it? Well, I may put a little re-
ligion into it before I get through, but not enough to
hurt, I think. What I have in mind as a creed is not
something to recite glibly and then either forget or
else fight over with someone who does not say it ex-
actly as you do. Rather would I suggest some few
cardinal thoughts which may sink deep into your
hearts, and there germinate, and later on, in full
flower and fruitage, give fragrance and refreshment
along the journey through this wonderful world.
The first line, then, in the simple creed I bring to
you is, "I Believe in the Home and the Family." The
more we study the history of nations and the de-
velopment of civilization, the more we become con-
vinced that the greatest bulwark against immorality
and national decay is the purity and protection of the
home life. With all due respect for any notable ex-
ceptions that but prove the rule, I will venture to
say that the young college graduate faring forth from
his Alma Mater, diplomas in hand, is pqt yet a full
fledged member of society, a citizen of the world. He
is not even a complete atom. He is but a lonely
nucleus wandering in space without a single electron
attached.
Therefore, translating the first line of our creed
into action, I would say, "Young man, get married."
That is, of course, providing you have found the girl
who will say "Yes'.' But, this essential preliminary
arranged, I would advise further not to keep that
sweet girl waiting until your ship comes in. Give her
the joy of standing beside you on the shore, sharing
with you the days of straining eyes upon the horizon.
fearing but hoping, until at last a sail, then a hull, and
then the good ship Bounty securely tied up at your
command. Her joy will but add to yours, yes, more
than double it, and together you can survey the re-
ward of toil, the satisfaction of hope. And if, profit-
ing by the sad experience of Jiggs and Maggie, you
agree to bury the rolling pin, you can repeat with
Briggs, "Ain't it a grand and glorious feelin' ". Or,
dipping back into the wisdom of three thousand years
ago, we read, "Who can find a virtuous woman? For
her price is far above rubies. The heart of her hus-
band doth safely trust in her".
Now for another line in our creed, which I will
make, "I Believe in Youth". A generation or two ago
there existed a strange attitude toward youth. ex-
pressed tersely in the saying, "Children should be seen
and not heard". How much the world of grown-ups
missed by that policy of repression. There is of
course, the other extreme, which is equally to be
avoided. But right now there is an awakening to the
splendid inspiration, the veritable fountain of youth.
which may be tapped by a wise study, an intelligent
supervision of the exuberant activity of boys and
girls. Witness the tremendous success of The Boy
Scouts and The Camp Fire Girls, with the benefits to
the youngsters and their leaders about fifty-fifty.
For a third line in the creed, I would have you say,
"I Believe in My Fellowmen". Civilization is organ-
ization, and organization is based and nourished upon
man's faith in his fellows. We had a little slump also
in the recognition of that cardinal doctrine just a few
years ago. But how cheering it is to find the aban-
donment of the policy expressed in "The public be
damned", and its replacement in Bureaus of Public
Relations, the signal success of great commercial in-
stitutions with this motto blazoned on buildings.
vehicles, and advertising. "You Be The Judge", and
this paragraph inside the covers of catalogs of great
mail order houses:
"We will exchange or return the money for any goods
found unsatisfactory for any reason or no reason. Send
the goods back in good order, and your money will be
retnrned promptly without question."
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Our hearts may fail us as we look back but a few
years to the awful blow to fellowship and goodwill
which came in the dark days of 1914 to 1918. As we
often gasp in horror as crime rides as a modern
Juggernaut with eight cylinders and balloon tires,
roaring down the highway of peace in defiance of
law, decency, and humanity, leaving a trail of blood,
sorrow, and despair.
But turn from these scenes of terror and crime, and
look upon the cheering sight of the great popular ap-
proval of "Community Funds" for the support of
charitable, welfare, and uplift organizations, the mil-
lions in endowment funds, placed by men of success
in life, in the care of The Cleveland Foundation, and
other like public trusts in many cities, for the perma-
nent relief of want and suffering, the encouragement
of education, and the betterment of the life of the
people of the community. In my own home city there
is the striking record for the last two years, of an
average of one great new modern church and com-
munity building started every thirty days. Yes, men
do still believe in their fellowmen.
Let me add now the fourth line, which is, "I Be-
lieve in God". By this I do not mean to insist upon
the adherence to any tenet, dogma, or man-made the-
ology. But to any one of experience as a careful,
thoughtful, successful designer of structures or ma-
chines, the very thought of this sublime structure of
creation with its intricate, interlocking mechanism,
without a designer, a supreme intelligence back of it
all, is abhorrent, just unthinkable. "Always", it has
been said, "the Universe has proved more marvellous
than the incredulous dared to think". Which is more
wonderful, may we ask, the linotype, the airplane, the
Woolworth tower, the Lincoln Memorial. or the minds
that thought these before they were? Which is more
marvellous, creation, or the Creator?
And, for the next declaration in our creed, let us
repeat, "I Believe in Jesus of Nazareth". Here, again,
there is no intention of dabbling in or stirring up the
fierce doctrinal combats that have raged down the
centuries since Jesus walked and talked in Judea.
What awful crimes have been committed in His name!
But until there arises a greater than He, we must
acknowledge Him as the most manly and the most
lovable, the most gentle and yet the most intolerant
of evil, the greatest example yet of what man may he
and should be in all the perfection of mind and body.
It is in the record that He declared, "Which of you
convinceth me of sin?" And that challenge was not
taken up then, nor has it ever been successfully con-
troverted in the nineteen centuries that have gone
since it was uttered. The record is so astounding,
taken with what any one of us knows of the fraility,
the imperfection of humanity in large part, and the
very proneness to evil of so many of us, that it com-
pels our attention to those other claims He made, of
connection with a source of power beyond our knowl-
edge. We may not understand Him, but we must be-
lieve in Him as the highest type of those two supreme
virtues, Love and Goodness.
As a final and closing line in our declaration of
faith, I suggest, "I Believe in The Search for Truth".
Be careful now to distinguish this from a statement
of mere belief in Truth. He who would not sub-
scribe to a belief in Truth itself, in general, in the ab-
stract, as a principle, is only worthy of contempt or
pity. But strange it is that there are those, even in
these present days of enlightenment and progress,
who deny, or even oppose with bitterness of spirit,
that Truth which comes with patient search, as the
reward of devoted, painstaking, self-forgetting toil
for the very love of any small addition which may be
made to the recorded volume of Truth, to the knowl-
edge of the eternal verities that constitute the struc-
ure of creation.
Does this faith in the results of the search after
truth imply that some day our search may end in
complete knowledge, that we may know all there is
to know? Not at all. The life of primitive man was
indeed one of ignorance, a succession of mysteries
that appalled and defied him. Progress upward to
what we call civilization has largely consisted in the
solving of these early mysteries. Yes, and has meant
the bringing of them into subjection as useful, faith-
ful servants for the comfort and welfare of mankind!
But our appraisal of the design and structure of crea-
tion, splendid as has been its progress, is still incom-
plete. It probably always must remain incomplete, no
matter how long the race of man may run, or how dili-
gently may the quest be pushed into the what, the
how, and the where of things as they are.
Often we grow quite enthusiastic and try to feel
that the appraisal is coming fine. See how much we
know that our fathers did not even imagine. We
have chased the elusive atom until we know his habits
and can draw diagrams showing him joining hands
with brother and cousin atoms in molecular sociabil-
ity. We can even write the invitations for these
atomic parties, and control the order of handclasping
around the molecular ring. The atomic banquet table
has been definitely set with place-cards for all the ab-
sent guests, who may come in at any time.
Looking more closely at the atom of any one of
what we confidently named elements, we have a start-
ling vision of a miniature sun-and-planet system, with
orbits and periods of revolution, and relatively vast
distances, sounding much like the story of the tele-
scope, all wrapped up and contained within what we
have thought of as the ultimate in minuteness, the
final indivisible particle. Who is it then that knows
just what an atom is? We have made splendid pro-
gress from the amber-excited particles. and the kick-
ing of dead frog's legs, to electric light and power,
and the projection of speech through space with the
speed of light. But how do we do it? Some say,
"Through the ether", but others, who ought to know,
declare there is no such thing as the ether.
The watchers that man the lookouts on Mt. Wilson,
and the hill at Lake Geneva, tell us that they have
found many thousand other universes lying in the
depths of space. One of these universes, they say, is
at a distance of a million light-years. That is, it was
there a million years ago, and its light which is just
now reaching us, has been traveling at the rate of
186,600 miles per second, or about six million-million
miles each year for a million years. If imagination
is not entirely appalled at these measures, we may
venture to wonder what more distant universes might
be revealed could we move our telescope to this pres-
ent known outpost in space. Finally, if these uni-
verses come to an end somewhere, what is there be-
yond?
Turning the other way, we contemplate things to()
small to be measured with a rule, or even to be known
at all until we invoke the help of the chemist's test
(Continued on page 26)
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Drops of Water on Grains of Sand
Deserts bear fruit-Thanks to U. S. Reclamation Service
Wilbur B.
"Little drops of water on
Little grains of sand,
Makes an '11 of a difference
In the price of land."
THE most noteworthy and unquestionably the larg-est economic program ever to be undertaken by
any country for the reclaiming of land, is the as-
tounding program of work undertaken by the United
States. This program called for the reclaiming of
millions of fertile acres of arid land scattered
throughout several of the Western states. Gigantic
irrigation projects have been undertaken and suc-
cessfully completed all over the world; shores on
both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans have been re-
claimed by the construction of sea walls; river banks
have been reclaimed and saved by the construction of
retaining walls to deflect the undermining currents,
but it remained for the results of the United States
Geodetic Survey to point out the possibilities of the
reclamation work which has brought this country
much international fame for its engineering and eco-
nomic foresight.
The first talk of reclamation was in 1881, when
Major John Wesley Powell, Director of the Geolog-
ical Survey, through his work realized the possibility
of reclaiming the vast number of acres of arid land.
His decision was the result of years of study of the
contours of the western country, the peculiar seasonal
characteristics of the western rivers, and the fertility
of the soils throughout the western states when prop-
erly irrigated. So sincere was Major Powell in the
possibilities of his dreams that he neglected no oppor-
tunity for the advancement of his decisions and the
educating of the people to his ideas of the need of
the West. His conscientious work soon won the sup-
port of the major part of the West, but convincing
the East was another matter, for they still looked
upon the West as too sparsely settled and unimportant
a territory. The East also maintained that the enor-
mous sum of money necessary for the carrying out
of this work was too much to be spent upon one sec-
tion of the country. This view was met by the West
by claiming that if the government could localize
capital for the protection of harbors and the dredging
of rivers, it was only right that they should receive
the aid of the government .in this tremendous work.
The West also claimed that the money which the gov-
ernment would invest would simply be a loan to be
repaid as the government specified.
After much discussion pro and con, the first real at-
tempt for the organization of the Service was made
by President Roosevelt in his speech of 1901. Being
a Western man, he knew the conditions and possibili-
ties of the country, and he strenuously worked with
Mr. Powell in bringing about the passage of the Act
of June 17,.1902, introduced by Representative Fran-
cis G. Newlands of Nevada, a stern advocate of recla-
mation. The act as first drawn up was intended to
make it directly under scientific control in selecting
places of development, but the selfish and greedy
politicians of this country argued and amended the
Rogers, c'27
act until it was legislated to the spoils system. This
marked the start and the cause of the partial failure
of reclamation, for every congressman of the West
wanted his state to receive as many projects as he
could get. As a result of this, projects were built
where failures were certain to occur even with in-
tensive cultivation of the soil.
Because of Major Powell's conscientious work and
remarkable engineering ability, he was placed in
charge of the Service to construct the various projects
decided upon by Congress. Under him, due to the
distance between the twenty different projects started
in the first three years and the remoteness of the pro-
jects from railroad centers, were five field engineers,
each of whom was in charge of a specific district.
Under the field engineers were the project engineers
and their capable crews of inspectors, instrument-men,
draftsmen, masonry engineers, consulting engineers,
and other capable construction foremen. In all, the
working organization of the Service was one of maxi-
mum efficiency and capability. This form of organ-
ization has been changed from time to time as ef-
ficiency demanded, until at present it is now under one
head, the Director and Chief Engineer at Washington,
D. C., who is capably assisted by a chief of construc-
tion at Denver, Colorado. At no time or place has
a more efficient organization been assembled than that
of the Service.
The remarkable efficiency and morale of the engi-
neering forces can well be illustrated by taking note
of the tremendous amount of work they have accom-
plished in the short time they have been active. The
Service has excavated over 200,000,000 cu. yds. of
earth and rock, 14,000,000 cu. yds. of which was used
in the construction work; built 13,000 miles of canals,
27 miles of tunnels, and 135 miles of flumes. It has
also constructed over 110,000 structures of all kinds
and sizes, the most notable of which are: the Roose-
velt Dam, 280 ft. high; the Arrowrock Dam, 349 ft.
high; the Elephant Butte Dam, 306 ft. high; the
Pathfinder Dam, 218 ft. high; and the Shoshone Dam,
328 ft. high. Besides the massive reservoir dams, this
enormous number of structures consists of. smaller
dams, canals, tunnels, sewers, flumes, transmission
and telephone lines, railroads, pumping and power
plants, and roads capable of withstanding the heavy
traffic of drays. These structures have made possible
the irrigation of some 1,675,000 acres of arid land
divided into 32,000 farms of an average acreage of
divided into 32,000 farms of an average acreage of
53 acres. These farms are now occupied by 30,000
families.
Unlike the engineering phase of the Service, the
business management was a failure at the start and
is even now, although it is quite evident where the
trouble is centered. To begin with, Congress author-
ized the starting of twenty projects in the first three
years. This was a result of the greediness of the
Western congressmen who were working for re-elec-
tion in preference to the good of the Service. Soil
and climatic conditions were secondary to personal
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wants, and as a result some of the projects are fail-
ures and will continue to be black marks on the record
of the service.
The next colossal error in business management
was the loose collection of fees. Under the original
provision the people were to repay the government
the entire cost in tell yearly payments. The govern-
ment, however, in its benevolent way extended the
time of repayment by Relief Acts in 1915, 1923, and
1924, until it is practically impossible for the agents
to collect the payments due. These fees can be col-
lected as shown by the Orlando project in California,
on which there is not one single cent of delinquent
fees. Moreover, on several other projects, namely,
Carlsbad, Umatilla, Klamath and Okanogan, the fear
of loss of water brought in the majority of the
payments due.
The success of the Service in every respect except
business management has caused much agitation in
political circles for the past few years, yet time exten-
sion of payments continue to be granted. The pres-
sure brought to bear against Secretary Work led him
to appoint a committee to make an investigation of
our projects and make a report on what should be
done with the Service. This committee was composed
of the following prominent men: Thomas C. Camp-
bell, former Governor of Arizona; James G. Garfield,
former Secretary of the Interior; Oscar E. Bradfute,
former President of the American Farm Bureau Fed-
eration; Clyde C. Dawson, former President of the
Colorado Bar Association and a specialist in irriga-
tion law; Elwood Mead, irrigation engineer and Di-
rector of the Reclamation Service, and John A. Wilt-
soe, former President of the University of Utah and
an authority on dry farming and irrigation. This
committee, after carefully investigating every phase
of the Service on all the projects including the Salt
River, Yuma, Orlando, Grand Valley, Uncompahgre,
Boise, King Hill, Minidoka, Huntley, Milk River, Fort
Shaw Division of the Sun River, Lower Yellowstone,
North Platte, Newlands, Carlsbad, Rio Grande, Wil-
liston, Klamath, Umatilla, Belle Fourche, Strawberry
Valley, Okanogan, Yakima, Riverton, Shoshone, Gila
River and Big I lorn River projects, made a report to
Congress on the conditions on the work and its rem-
edy. The results of the investigation, ill brief, are:
1. Reclamation is not a failure.
2. The Federal water users are not trying to re-
pudiate their just debts to the Government.
3. There has been no engineering inefficiency and
no corruption.
4. The service must be taken out of politics.
5. The projects must be selected not through the
customary political logrolling, but upon the merits
and possibilities of success.
6. Co-operative marketing must be encouraged
still more.
7. Congress must realize that the project farmers
as a whole are as well off as the Eastern farmers.
8. The former methods used in the collection of
water fees must be' changed to cold-blooded business
methods.
If Congress will sacrifice its legislative power for
better management, and I honestly think it will, the
water fees due the Government $187,000,000, will be
collected and the program of reclamation can con-
tinue. As soon as these fees are collected the Boulder
Canyon, Imperial Valley, American Falls and the
Columbian Basin projects and the international pro-
ject on the Lower Rio Grande now under investiga-
tion can be started, and millions of acres will again
be brought under the service of man. The projects
now under consideration and those already completed
are making the West which is just starting to flourish,
and the future of the West may well be summed up
in the words of W. W. DeBerard, who says, "The
West is not finished, and there is no place in it for a
man who thinks much of anything is complete. The
West is still full of the long-headed, hatchet-faced,
light-haired, blue-eyed pioneers who make the world
progress." The West must grow, therefore, the
United States Reclamation Service will have to be
continued.
Dr. Clarence Abiathar Waldo, for forty-five years in active col-
lege work, and acting president of Rose Polytechnic Institute in
1885 and 1886, died suddenly October 1, at his home, 435 West
119th Street, New York City. At the time of his death he was
professor emeritus of Washington University, St. Louis.
Dr. Waldo was born in Hammond, St. Lawrence County, N. Y.,
in 1852, and was educated at Wesleyan University and the Uni-
versities of Leipsig and Munich. He received his Ph.D. degree at
Syracuse University in 1894.
He married Miss Abby Wright Allen, of South Hadley, Mass.,
and began his college career in 1877, when he became an instructor
of mathematics at Wesleyan. In 1885 and 1886 he was acting
president of Rose Polytechnic Institute, and later taught mathemat-
ics at De Pauw and Purdue Universities. He became Thayer pro-
fessor of mathematics at Washington University in 1908 and pro-
fessor emeritus in 1917.
Dr. Waldo was the author of numerous works on mathematics,
and also contributed to various scientific publications. He was a
volunteer worker on draft exemption boards in New York during
the World War, and in 1919 and 1920 was Carnegie Foundation
visitor to colleges in the Northeast.
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The Engineer in Court
Valuable advice to the engineer on how to conduct himself if called upon to
serve as a skilled witness or an expert
C. Frank Allen
Professor Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Retired
N engineer may have special skill in some branch
An. of engineering, and hence be an expert in that
line. More commonly, however, the term "Engineer
as an Expert" has been used specially in connection
with trials and hearings, not necessarily with rela-
tion to the engineer as a witness, but not infrequently
as a confidential adviser; the field, however, is wider
than that.
A witness who is not an expert or a skilled witness
is allowed to testify only to facts under his powers of
observation, as seeing, hearing, or feeling—or smell-
ing, perhaps, if he be a chemist or a sanitary engineer.
He may not testify to matters of hearsay. Nor may
the ordinary witness give opinions; the expert, per-
haps, may.
The judge decides what is the law; the jury listens
to the evidence and determines what are the facts in
the case; what credences shall be given to what wit-
nesses have testified; and what conclusions (not mat-
ters of law) result from the evidence given. When
the conclusions to be thus drawn from the evidence
require a skill or experience beyond what is reason-
able to expect from a jury, then experts or skilled
witnesses may be brought in as an aid to the under-
standing of the jury. A witness testifying in whole
or in part to matters otherwise than facts relevant to
the case must have special experience or knowledge
of natural or scientific laws if he is to be allowed to
testify.
In the courts and in legal treatises a distinction is
sometimes made between what are termed skilled wit-
nesses and what are denominated experts. The skilled
witness ordinarily testifies as to facts within his
knowledge by measurements and investigations. The
facts to which he testifies may be well-established
natural and physical laws, and his conclusions may
result from the application of such laws to established
facts or may be matters of experience.
The expert, in a restricted technical sense, is a wit-
ness whose training and experience qualify him to
express "opinions" either from his own observations
or from facts established by others and presented to
him in the form of hypothetical questions. The ex-
pert in this limited sense is not always regarded with
full favor by the courts, as it appears from experience
to be possible to secure an expert whose opinions—
or his bias—are known to secure the contention of the
party who secured him as a witness. This is notice-
able in murder trials where the sanity of the man ac-
cused is an issue; or perhaps in the case of handwrit-
ing. Physicians' evidence is often of the opinion type.
The term "expert," however, is quite commonly ap-
plied both to the skilled witness and to the opinion
witnesses, and it may happen that a witness testifies
both as to facts resulting from his skilled knowledge
and experience, and also that he may express opinions
as to the effect or conclusions resulting from such
facts.
* Courtesy of Tech. Engineering News.
An engineer called as a witness in either capacity
will be expected to "qualify," to set forth his training
or experience, or both, if he is to testify to facts not
readily obtainable or readily understood by people
generally, of the sort of which the jury is composed.
In some cases a fundamental engineering or scientific
training is sufficient; in others, study or experience in
some special line will be necessary. The judge must
be satisfied. The qualifications of the expert are de-
termined by the judge; the jury determines how much
credence shall be given to what he testifies.
An opportunity is generally given the opposing
counsel to cross-examine an expert as to his qualifica-
tions. In order to discredit a witness, a scheme some-
times used is to question him upon some narrow field.
A witness competent as to chains in general was asked
if he was an expert on "foundry chains," which was
a case in point. A conscientious "no" caused him to
be excused. He properly should have answered that
he understood chains, and foundry chains were chains.
The engineer should be properly prepared to establish
his qualifications.
\\Then it comes to the trial or hearing, it is rather
the rule that the opposing lawyer who cross-examines
has none too good a grasp of the technical matters
involved, and an engineer who has properly prepared
his case should, in general, be able to hold his own
under cross-examination. A demand is sometimes
made for an answer 'yes" or "no," and in some cases
either answer is inapplicable, as in the stock example
"Have you quit your habit of beating your wife?"
There are two well-established methods of meeting
such an unfair demand. One, sometimes applicable,
is to answer "yes" and "no," which will frequently
serve. Another is to ask the protection of the court,
the judge.
Outside of purely expert or opinion evidence, even
the observation or securing of perinent facts often de-
mands the services of an expert. The experienced
physician finds facts which determine the cause of
sickness in an infant who can tell him in words noth-
ing of aches and pains; the novice in medicine may
fail to discover the trouble.
The well trained and experienced engineer, the ex-
pert, observes physical facts of which the untrained
observer fails to take notice. These may be facts
bearing upon the cause of an accident, or of some
damage sustained—or to the contrary claimed—in
connection with some engineering construction or ap-
paratus. The engineer as an expert may be called
upon to make measurements of the flow of a stream.
or of distances to a degree of nicety to be secured
only by those highly skilled in the special work in-
volved. He may be called upon to test the efficiency
of a water wheel or of other machinery. In each of
these cases, and in many others, he may become a wit-
ness at a trial or at a hearing as a witness to facts
even where opinions are not properly involved.
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Outside of legal controversies, the engineer, if ex-
pert, may be consulted where an investigation of
values or costs is desired. An eminent engineer—as
it happens, a professor of engineering also—was em-
ployed to estimate the values of several large railroads
at various times. The practice of another engineer
has been largely in the value of water-works in cities,
often in reference to purchase by the city. In both
cases referred to, those mentioned were Technology
graduates. Recently an engineer spent an evening
with us describing what has been done in investigat-
ing a proposed development of water power by utiliz-
ing the high tides in Passamaquoddy Bay, a tremend-
ous project.
In connection with legal controversies, the expert
engineer may be consulted, before any suit is insti-
tuted, as to the bearing of technical questions in-
volved; he may further assist in the preparation of
the case, and his habits of thoroughness, and the an-
alytical quality of mind resulting from his training,
often makes him invaluable to the lawyer in charge
of the case. lie may be of value at the trial, assisting
the lawyer in the examination of witnesses. He may
also serve as an expert witness.
When consulted, the engineer, before committing
himself, should satisfy himself as to the essential, the
controlling facts, and should make any investigations
which seem necessary and proper. It may happen
that the client's statement of facts may be inexact, in-
expert, or incomplete to the extent of being mislead-
ing. The client's statements may, in cases, even be
purposely misleading. The engineer should exercise
due caution, and not advise without proper investiga-
tion. In some cases it is his clear duty to advise
against his client's bias. In some cases the best ad-
vice will be to enter into a conference or arbitration
rather than a suit.
Some lawyers with high ethical standards take the
position that they will not prosecute any case unless
satisfied of its justice, but will properly defend any
case to the extent of seeing that their client's rights
are protected. An engineer may not, unreasonably,
take a similar position. If his client is liable to have
his rights infringed unless well advised, the engineer
may quite properly act to protect any rights that his
client has. He should, however, freely advise his
client as to the hopelessness or injustice of his case,
and even withdraw from the case if his duty points
that way. It may, however, be proper for an expert
engineer to continue to advise a client even when he
would be unavailable as a witness for the reason that
under cross-examination some of his evidence might
be prejudicial to a case justly contested.
As has been stated, the jury in a suit at law de-
termines what credence shall be given to the evidence
of a witness and this is equally true whether he be an
ordinary witness, or a skilled or an opinion witness.
The same is true of a commission or other body be-
for whom a hearing is held. So far as possible the
engineer should so arrange his evidence that his per-
sonal opinion is not the element. His value in the
case may be the presentation of the scientific facts or
principles applying to the case in hand, but any such
presentation on his part may still leave it to the jury
or commission to accept his view of the case on its
merits rather than upon his opinion.
The engineer should cultivate the habit of present-
ing his facts and principles as clearly and simply as
possible, and in a manner to impress his hearers with
his fairness. The surest foundation for such an im-
pression is for the engineer to be consciously fair and
square. Do not forget this.
The evidence of the engineering expert is largely
that of a skilled witness, and not opinion evidence, and
his function in such cases is to discover and correlate
the scientific principles and facts which apply to the
case. His value will depend further upon his skill in
arranging these in logical order, and in such simple
and clear form as to convince the jury or other body
before whom he appears.
An attorney stated to a witness in his first expert
case that "the value of your evidence will depend upon
its soundness, and the reasons you present to support
it." The evidence was as to values to various parties
of an improvement determined upon. These were es-
tablished from statistical data, and by logical deduc-
tions from them. From these the commissioners who
heard the case were able to draw conclusions without
attaching much, if any, importance to the quality of
the witness as an expert. The facts presented were
what counted. Except by an expert, these facts would
not have been presented. The results in the case were
satisfactory.
In conclusion, the following advice as to expert
testimony was many years ago given to the American
Society of Civil Engineers by a distinguished engi-
neer and expert:
"That the court always understands that an engi-
neer has been previously advised in regard to ques-
tions upon which his direct examination will be made,
and that he has prepared himself by study and rea-
soning to apply to the case in hand all of the scien-
tific principles which are necessary to elucidate it.
It is, therefore, unwise to attempt to conceal from
the court that the engineer has been in consultation
with the lawyers upon the side upon which he has
been called, or that he has been paid, or is to be paid,
professional prices for his services.
"No provocation on the part of a lawyer will justify
an uncourteous reply, and it is unwise to give back a
sharp or witty answer.
"If the lawyer uses improper language in address-
ing the witness, the latter may appeal to the judge.
"If questions requiring study and research are put
to the witnesses, he may reply, 'I have not considered
the subject under that aspect sufficiently to reply,' or
'I shall require a little consideraion before I can re-
ply! I will make a note of your question, and answer it
as soon as possible.'
"A witness is often called upon to express an opin-
ion on some subject which is a matter of exact or ap-
proximate measurement and calculation; it is often
impossible for him to make such calculations accur-
ately in the presence of a roomful of people. His
proper course under such circumstances, is to make
a note of the question and inform the counsel that
he will make the calculation and give it in writing.
In strict law, however, a witness on the stand is not
compelled to make any calculations except those of a
simple and elementary character."
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Notables to Attend Coal Conference
WI IEN Dr. Friedrich Bergius and Professor FranzFischer, of Germany, and General Georges
Patart, of France, attend the International Conference
on Bituminous Coal, November 15-19, at Carnegie
Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh, it will be the
first time that these hree famous exponents of the
manufacture of fuel oil from coal will have been
brought together, according to an announcement.
The expected presence of these three chemists, each
of whom has accepted President Thomas S. Baker's
invitation to speak at the conference, is responsible
for much of the interest that has apparently been
aroused in the coming meeting, the announcement
indicates.
Another element that is probably contributing to
the impetus in interest among coal and oil chemists
and engineers in this c.--intry is the recent report of
the Federal Oil Conservation Board that only a six
year's supply of petroleum remains in the proven
sands of this country. Thus, the announcement inti-
mates, the problem of a waning fuel supply has hit
home to Americans. As a result of this report and
because of the possibility that America may soon
share with Europe the problem of producing fuel oil
artificially, the Carnegie Coal Conference is being
hailed as a timely event that may go far towards un-
covering solutions to the waning fuel supply prop-
lem.
Although the names of other European scientists
and of a large number of American engineers and
chemists have been announced as speakers for the
conference, it is in the names of Bergius, Fischer and
Patart that the greatest amount of interest is being
shown, Carnegie Tech reports.
Dr. Bergius is best known as the inventor of the
Bergin method of the production of oil from coal.
Professor Fischer is Director of the Institute of Coal
Research at Mulheim-Ruhr, and General Patart, who
was in charge of the manufacture of explosives (lur-
ing the war, is the inventor of a process for making
methyl alcohol from coal.
"The methods produced by Fischer and Bergius,"
President Baker points out, "are widely different.
Neither produces oil as a by-product. Each utilizes
completely or nearly completely, the original matter.
Fischer reduces coal to a gaseous form and then by
means of a catalyst liquifies the gases. He is able to
produce methanol which seems to possess all the
qualities of wood alcohol; synthol, which is equiva-
lent to high grade gasoline; and recently he has
manufactured a substitute for benzine. Bergius re-
duces the coal to a paste and at a very high tempera-
ture and at high pressure combines it with hydrogen.
The resulting fluid has all the properties of crude
petroleum and must be treated in the same way in
order to obtain gasoline and other products of crude
oil.
"The French scientist. General Patart, has also done
important work in the liquefaction of coal along sim-
ilar lines to those pursued by Fischer. In fact it has
been claimed that the methods are so similar that the
question of priority has been the subject of some
discussion. The French scientist secures a substitute
for wood alcohol. His process is being utilized com-
mercially, and the right to use it in this country has
been secured by one of the great American chemical
companies. Fischer's process is controlled by a great
German company, and large quantities of menthanol
have been shipped to this country from Germany, so
much in fact as to menace the wood alcohol industry.
"There has been so much talk of the exhaustion in
the near future of our oil supply that this question is
one of extraordinary importance even to the private
citizen, whose only interest in oil comes from the fact
that he owns an automobile or has an oil heater in his
house. Furthermore, the man in the street or even
the engineer has such a hazy idea of how substitutes
from petroleum are to be secured that I hope our Car-
negie conference will do a public service in clearing
up misconceptions of this subject, and in pointing the
way for further research."
The program for the meeting. it is announced, will
include the discussion of the manufacture of substi-
tutes for gasoline from coal, complete gasification of
coal, high temperature distillation, low temperature
distillation, coal tar products, power, smokeless fuel.
fertilizers, etc. Emphatic announcement is made that
questions in connection with the mining of coal, the
economics of coal, labor problems, and engineering
problems will not be discussed. The conference,
President Baker points out, will be concerned chiefly
with the best methods of the utilization of coal and
with the discussion of new ways of employing coal.
In addition to Fischer, Bergius and Patart, the
speakers will include Dr. C. H. Lander. Director of
Fuel Research of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Researcher, London; Dr. R. Lessing, Con-
sultant in fuel technology, London; Geoffrey M. Gill.
consulting engineer and gas specialist, London; Har-
ald Nielson, inventor of the L and N Process, London;
Marius R. Campbell. U. S. Geological Survey, Wash-
ington, D. C.; A. C. Fieldner, chief chemist, U. S.
Bureau of Mines; John M. Weiss, of Weiss & Downs.
New York City; C. J. Ramsburg, vice-president, the
Koppers Company, Pittsburgh; S. W. Parr. professor
of applied chemistry. University of Illinois; C. V. Mc-
Intire, Consolidated Coal Products Company, Fair-
mont, W. Va.; Walter E. Trent, vice-president. Trent
Process Corporation, New York City; Dr. W. H. Ful-
weiler, chemical engineer, the U. G. I. Contracting
Company, Philadelphia; Dr. Horace C. Porter, con-
sulting chemical engineer, Philadelphia; Robert M.
Crawford, The McAleenan Corporation. Pittsburgh;
H. A. Brassert, H. A. Brassert & Co., Chicago; Clar-
ence B. Wisner, The Carbocite Co., Canton, Ohio; Dr.
Walter Runge and Henry Kreisinger, International
Combustion Engineering Corporation, New York
City; 0. P. Hood. Chief Mechanical Engineer. U. S.
Bureau of Mines; Louis C. Jones. Nitrogen Engineer-
ing Corporation. New York City; and Lewis C. Kar-
rick, Research Fellow, Carnegie Institute of Tech.
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Research and Progress
Conducted by Carl Flock, m'29
Welding vs. Riveting
AT present there is much discussion as to the possi-bility of welding as the successor to riveting.
For the last ten or more years there has been an in-
creasing effort to effect such a change. The first
experiment of note occured during the recent war,
when an attempt was made to perfect a ship having
its plates joined by welding. Now the field has been
directed to building constructions.
Prominent constructing engineers are deeply in-
terested in the possibilities of the welded structure;
so interested in fact that they have made thorough
and exact tests that are worthy of note. In brief
they demonstrated that welded joints can be made
so as to fully develop the ultimate strength of the
structural members connected. A steel I-beam, when
properly welded at its joints will hold a far greater
load than if it were supported by the standard rivet
connections consisting of top and bottom angles.
Another test revealed that when double-angle tension
members, such as are used in trusses are connected
at the ends by riveting, they will not break through
the angles when a load 30% greater than that at
which the break occurs in a riveted job is applied.
This experiment in itself speaks well for the future
of welding. Other tests illustrated similar results—
welding will sustain a load 25% to 30% greater
than the riveted job.
From the above one can pick several distinct ad-
vantages to be derived. First, a complete continuity
of the line of beams can be made possible; whereas
in the riveted type of connection it cannot. Second,
it is possible to make every joint develop full strength
of the main members; in riveted buildings many
joints are weaker than the members due to the weak-
ening effect of rivet holes and the frailty of the angles
which have to be used to transmit tension between
the members.
But, just as there are advantages, there are sure
to be objections and uncertainties to a process yet in
its first stages. What is the degree of reliability under
adverse conditions, how will it act on rusted steel
members, what will he the effect of *strong winds,
rainy and sleety weather?—These are all questions
yet to be determined and likely to determine the suc-
cess or failure of welding in this type of construction.
On the other hand, further development may over-
come any of these possible hindrances.
Riveting in all of its branches has been mastered
by the structural engineer. Its merits and disad-
vantages have been determined from years of ex-
perience. Welding must necessarily be subjected to
the same test of time. Values need to be established
for the strengths of welded joints of various types;
the grades of steel that can he satisfactorily welded
need to be known; the future actions and effects must
be determined through experience.
Welding—it presents an almost unlimited field.
First the engineer needs to master it, then it is at
his command.
Has the Electric Light Reached
its Maximum?
The use of the electric light has spread to all
branches of industry; and in a comparatively short
time. The alarm has been given, however, that per-
haps it has reached its maximum and future (levelop-
ment will be slow and of little importance. Authori-
ties on the subject of the possibilities of illumination,
on the other hand, describe such a belief as without
a logical foundation. Illumination is far below its
highest possibilities, and the greatest achievements
are far from having been attained. Electric lighting
for aesthetic and psychological effect is yet in its
infancy. And finally, luxurious lighting can be great-
ly improved.
The home of this country, from statistics recently
compiled, have been shown as but one-half electrically
lighted. Greater still is the large percentage of fac-
tories and offices improperly illuminated. The stage
presents a great field for improvement, for it is often
the blending of colors through an effective lighting
arrangement that makes a play above the average
rather than a performance of mediocre type. Again,
the cleverness of electrical advertising will keel) that
field active and growing almost indefinitely. But the
surface has been touched in the controlling of traffic
and transportation through the electric light.
The ultimate goal of the master electrician .is to
have his works the rival of daylight itself; perhaps
rather far-fetched but at the same time not a total
impossibility. Electric illumination has not been fully
developed—it is in its first stages.
rhe Spread of the Oil Electric
Railroad
The most recent of railway developments, the oil
electric locomotive, will soon be in use from coast
to coast. Its appearance in the lumber industry of
California makes its use nation wide. Just why has
the oil-electric system of locomotion proved to be so
popular?
Time and economy, each so closely connected to the
other are the essential qualities that determine the
worth of new inventions. In fact they are rated on a
par with the fineness of the mechanism itself. Now
the oil-electric locomotive costs a maximum of five
cents a mile for running. Some of the Eastern rail-
roads have reduced this figure to as low as one and
three-tenths cents per mile—less than the fuel cost
for running an auto.
Other savings that are made possible are equally
as important. Turntables, coal tipples, ash pits, and
costly water equipment are all eliminated from use.
Running either forward or backward with equal
facility due mainly to the fact that control stations
are provided at both ends; this type of locomotive is
particularly adapted to industrial conditions and oper-
ations where the single track is the rule, rather than
the exception.
(Continued on page 22)
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Collection of World Woods
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Of more thap passing interest is the collection of rare wo ods from all parts of the world worked into a fine walking
sock by O. .11. l'ultrider of Indianapolis. and who attended nose in the class of '9.2. .11cmberx of that class hrill remeni-
lwr hole be brought lollether some filly Indiana 5r00(15 whifr still in the Institute: thud arranged them in display ,fornt
upon the suggestion of Or. '1'. .11endenhall, then president of Rose. Later he increased the number to 351; by adding
specimens from all Pails of the world, many of distinct historic interest. At that time he decided to inlay the woods
In ii cane, which the accompangilly article from, The Indianapolis \e sex describes. Since the publication of the descrip-
tion of the unique Piece of irork, the maker has added a piece of Cedar of Lebanon such as was used in the construe-
(loss of Solomon's Temple. and a piece of a bedstead which belonged to Jefferson Doris. 7'he accompanying cuts show
both sides of this interesting cane. lb% Fulwider has bees', in the lumber 1111/1 stone quarry business. being act ire in the
pivi iiuol 1(115 of ser(Tal ill the Be'll"" belt. During the Ira,. he aided in rarions yorernment work, acting as
manager of our of the ifirgrst lumber yards in the trorld—that at Norfolk Nary Yard. He took a Service e.ram-
illation prior to his gorernment connection. making a grade of HO per cent. in mathematic:4, although he had not
"Ii rushed up" on kis "math." in 27 gears. Ile attriblItCS this success to the basic and thorough training obtained while
at Rose Tech.
0. M. Fulwider, of Indianapolis, who at-
tended Rose and obtained early training in
the class of '92, has a private collection of
woods numbering 356 varieties which in it-
self is extraordinary but the fact that 356
varieties are concentrated in one small and
delicately made cane is almost unbelievable.
Mr. Fulwider himself is the artist-builder of
the unusual walking stick which took about
three years for completion.
The cane contains 1,000 pieces of wood in-
laid in black walnut that forms the founda-
tion for the cane, carrying out many and vary-
ing designs. The stick is seven-eighths inch
in diameter at the top and three-eighths inch
at the tip, finished with a gold head and silver
ferrule. The cane is valued at $1,000 by Mr.
Fulwider.
There are tiny secret panels in the cane,
which are not even hinted at on the polished
surface of the stick, .but the maker says they
are there, opening into small recesses where
a chart of the cane and descriptions of the
wood are concealed.
Back to Year 1471
Historic and rare woods have been worked
into the cane. A bit of barbosana wood from
the doorstep of Christopher Columbus' house
built in 1417 by his father-in-law, Bartholo-
mew Perestrello, at Porto Santa, Maderia.
Islands, is used in a diamond-shaped design,
and a bit from a tree in San Salvador, where
Columbus landed on American soil, forms an-
other small figure. Wild cherry from the yard
of William Henry Harrison, former President
of the United States; maple from the White
House; cedar from William McKinley's home,
Canton, 0.; maple from Benjamin Harrison's
home in Indianapolis. given Mr. Fulwider by
Mrs. Harrison; a bit from the doorway of
Abraham Lincoln's log cabin and from the
doorway of Lincoln's home in Springfield. Ill.,
given Mr. Fulwider by a sister of Mr. Lin-
coln's wife, a Mrs. Todd, when she was eighty
years old; yowls representiog the Civil War,
the Spanish-American War, the French Revo-
lution, and from the various battlegrounds
all have been assembled in the making. Osage
orange from Missionary Ridge, laurel from
Lookout Mountain, oak from the ship Con-
stitution (obtained by Dr. Edward Freeland
while on duty in 1827-1838), and from Ca-
bania Prison, Cuba, in 1899, during the Span-
ish-American War, are among those used.
An inlay design of the cross is carried out
in a number of odd woods. Olive and sandal
wood from Bethlehem form the top of the
cross, with brilliant colored hardwoods form-
ing the jewels in the Corona, including Ama-
ranth, holly, palm, and teak from Egypt and
Africa, cucumber and zebra (very rare
species), kinnikinic and wahoo. the Indian
arrow woods; dwarf oak from the Garden of
the Gods; hazelnut from the summit of Pike's
Peak; medical woods such as eucalyptus,
witch hazel, sarsaparilla, wafer ash, sasa-
fras, the nut, fruit frees, and many shade and
forest trees are included in the collection.
The tiny figures and symbols include the
American flag, Lincoln's log cabin, the
Maltese cross, star, anchor, butterfly, rabbit,
snake, cylinders and triangles and others.
One Large Collection
"I have always loved to work with woods,"
said Mr. Fulwider, as he explained the sym-
bols on the cane. "When I was a boy I used
to like carving and when I was still in college
I worked with wood. My father was in
the lumber business and I have been in the
game a large part of my life, so I have known
woods, the values characteristic of them.
The beauties of the grain, the manner in
which various kinds can be combined have a
fascination for me. There is only one other
larger private collection of woods than mine
in the country that I know of, and that is one
of 400 kinds in New York. But I am still
adding to mine, so that I may still beat that
owner yet. The cane is made so I can add
inlays at any time and I expect to do so as
long as there are new and unusual bits of
wood to collect,
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Athletics at Rose Did Not Receive
the Proper Support Last rear
THE manner in which the student body of Rosesupported athletics last year is certainly any-
thing but encouraging to an athletic team. At the
football games last year which were played on the
home field the student body made a very poor show-
ing in both attendance and interest. The freshmen
had a better attendance at the games than did any of
the other classes. It was very unusual that the team
won as many games as they did—such poor support
as they received. Many of the students must have
just flunked out in a quiz or something—such a
dampened spirit as they had.
Now, teams have a great deal of faith in the stu-
dents and, as the fellow says, "get a great kick" out
of a hearty yell or applause from the sidelines at a
crucial point in the play. Without the backing of the
student body no team can be expected to be victorious
or develope any sort of an esprit de corps which keeps
them fighting, even in the face of heavy odds.
When the basketball season opened, the bleacher
athletes did not come up with their part of the pro-
gram. The attendance at
home games was still
very small. The onlook-
ers might have been pall
bearers at a funeral so
far as their enthusiasm
was concerned. Then to
"top it all off" when the
team lost a few games
for lack of support in
united measure, the non-
Court Trial for Freshmen
There has been quite a bit of discussion about
"court trial of freshmen" at the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute and much has been said pro and con. Although
having never been tried here, most students think
that the plan, for several reasons will be sure to meet
with success. The sophomores at the school will be
members of the court and will do the trying. There
will be a jury ,a judge, prosecuting and defense at-
torneys. The judge will hand out the sentences on
recommendation of the jury, just as in a regular court.
This arrangement is practical and will be a constant
source of pleasure for the upper classmen and a bene-
fit for all. The sophomores will receive the greatest
benefit of all in two
"Blessed is he who carries within him-
self a God, an ideal, and who obeys it:
ideal of art, ideal of science, ideal of the
gospel virtues, therein lie the springs of
great thoughts and great actions; they all
reflect light from the Infinite."
--William Osler.
attendants at these very
games began to knock the team. What wonder that
the remainder of the games were pepless !
We might go on—reiterating tht baseball and track
chapters, but the call has come to clear the deck for
action. So to the student body—whoever it may con-
cern—we herald not the COMING of a new spirit,
not the suppression of some 'skeleton in the closet."
but the virile fact that you as a member of Rose Poly-
technic Institute are as much a winning factor on the
athletic field as the man who plays the game. It is
every true Rose man who looks within himself, finds
the petty selfishness, and outgrows it. Large men are
needed tomorrow—large minds to direct, to strengthen
and build. Men who are "geared to their organiza-
tions" are chosen. Let it not be said that a Rose man
has ever faltered or failed to measure up in the truest
sense of the word.
At the first home football game of the season a
record attendance of Rose men will be set. A new
Rose will great the crowd. And each man's slogan
will be, "I am ready to do. Are you?"
—Gilbert R. Knott
ways. This "trial for
freshmen" helps them
in school work and will
be of great value after
graduation. The sopho-
mores are studying dis-
cussion and argument in
their English classes,
and the trials will help
 give the theories of dis-
cussion and argument a
practical test. This is not the only help that the
'trial for freshmen" will be for the sophomores. Out-
side work, such as Y. M. C. A. discussions, need men
who are not afraid to stand up and say what they
think in a clear, concise and interesting manner. When
a freshman is being tried, the sophomore who can
talk and plead for the rhinie and say what he wants
to say is bound to win, and this is going to cause a
friendly rivalry that will develop some real leaders!
.The next benefit that the sophomore will receive
will come after graduation. They will go out into
the world as engineers. Engineers are always being
called upon to make reports, give advice, make cor-
rections, and assert themselselves in some way or
other. To stand up and do this requires a little nerve,
but by doing this while a sophomore during court
trial he will have gained a confidence that cannot be
denied. In later life, he has this same confidence and
others will not he slow to recognize it. Hence, we
find him a leader, one to be looked up to, one whose
words are full of good, sound reasoning, all because
of giving freshmen a trial by court.
—Wayne Dick's.
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Heard from the Ranks
The Challenge Rush
resh ma n V(rsion)
The challenge rush was held as per schedule this
year between the classes of '29 and '30, the latter, of
course, being the victor. After the freshmen had reg-
istered and has been spoken to Pres. F. C. Wagner a
meeting was called in the assembly by the juniors in
order to instruct freshmen in the art of fighting and,
incidentally, to indulge in a little high finance. Each
freshman was relieved of seventy-five cents to pay for
ropes, chains and trucks. After that he was told to
hide until dark and then meet the rest of the class at
Sandison school grounds. A few of the more unwary
ones were detained, but some enterprising junior man-
aged to collect enough for a fight and the class of
'30 mounted their truck and proceeded to the scrap.
It was to be expected that a class which lost .the
sacred white elephant would lose their challenge rush
but it took a class like the class of '30 to put them to
such overwhelming defeat. Arriving at the arena at
about half past nine all sophomores were tied up and
carted away inside of an hour and the seniors almost
wore the blades off their knives in making the fight
last that long. Among the other interesting facts
about the fight was the rain that afternoon, some of
the participants are still picking the mud out of their
teeth. The junior class played an important part in
the fight, whenever they would find a fight going on
they would take some non-combatant, lead him over
there by the hand, and shove him into it. This was
really not very necessary because whenever a fresh-
man started calling his class numerals he was more
than likely to be asking for some rope. Considerable
inconvenience was caused by the combatants stepping
upon each others' chests. ( ?) For once in years one
of the freshmen remembered what the fight was all
about; he climbed up and took the flag down off the
pole.
After it was all over the freshmen carried the
sophomores over to the truck, since the sophs were
decidedly not self-supporting. When each second
year man had said good bye to such of his relatives
as clustered around the truck, the thing began .to
move. It kept on moving until it had reached a point
pretty close to "Hell's Half Acre" and then stopped
to consider. After the folks on the truck had been
considering for quite some time some gentlemen who
appeared to be driving other autos began to become
impatient, they even blew their horns. A vote of
thanks has been offered to those who so effectively
blocked the road when the truck got under way again.
After proceeding up the road a short distance the frosh
began to make deliveries (one or two sophs delivered
to each pasture). A sign of the true sportsmanship
of the class of '30 was the four cartons of cigarettes
purchased for the sake of the sophomores. Some of
the sophomores are still smoking theirs.
FLATTERED
He—Dearest, will you marry me?
She (ardently)—Torrence, I can't marry you, but
I shall always respect your good taste.—Lafayette
Lyre.
re Chronicle of a Sophomore
And it so came to pass, that, on the morning of
September Ninth, at the ninth hour, our beloved In-
stitute was engulfed in vast swarms of open-mouthed
frosh. And the lordly and honorable Class of '29 did
take counsel with itself to stave off the enflux of the
rhyinies, choosing as its able leader and captain Lind-
ley Koester, Esq., and dispersing after drawing up
certain comprehensive plans for the work at hand.
Convening again at a secret rendezvous at noon, they
did sally forth in parties, searching out the domiciles
of the frosh.
An don that afternoon many an unsuspecting fresh-
man was dragged from the protecting influence of
home and friends—and, very frequently, clothes clos-
et, coal cellar, or attic—and hauled out to parts un-
known and elsewhere. However, not content with
even such results, the Sophomores did again came to-
gether and plan to nab still more of the invaders.
Descending upon the meeting place of the frosh by
night, the sophs pursued, harried and captured a party
of rhynies, which, while it did not number very high,
aggregated considerable avoirdupois. These two were
dispatched to parts unknown and the sophomores
journeyed out to defend the flag.
Arriving upon the scene of the battle, the sopho-
mores numbered some thirty-seven, while later esti-
mates placed the number of freshment at approxi-
mately eighty-five—due to the vile treachery of the
owner of the silo. As the frosh came rushing blindly
into the arena, they met such obstinate resistance
that, although outnumbered more than two to one by
the freshmen, the sophomores were not conquered
until every man was completely soaked and covered
with mud. And even after the flag had been hauled
down by the freshman leader, a long struggle oc-
curred before the noble fallen were loaded upon the
truck. (Incidentally, it must have been a most lucra-
tive years for the juniors, considering the fact that
there was only one truck, no chain, and little rope.)
A few of the sophomores were then hauled out in the
country, only to ride back on cushions, while the am-
bitious frosh bumped back with the truck. In view of
the strenuous activities of the day, the morrow was
declared a holiday according to tradition which dates
from time immemorial.
But despite the glee of the ignorant frosh, there
soon appeared upon the bulletin board a series of
rules directed at the cocky, conceited newcomers, in-
forming him that his conduct on the campus was to
be modeled along certain very definite lines. And, it
is an open secret that those precepts will be strictly
enforced, especially since the arrival of the green
caps, in a manner that makes life at the noon-hour en-
joyable for those venerable seniors and juniors who
partake of their midday repast on the west side of
the Institute building.
And so let the Freshman understand that he must
look to his conduct, for it is taken as the index of his
character. For it has ever been a cherished tradition
that Rose builds character, shaping it with a very
efficient instrument which, now, as ever, reposes in
the hand of the Sophomore.
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F. A. Whitter, who about the first of the year re-
signed after thirteen years as chief engineer of the
Cieneral Motors Truck Co., Detroit, has since been ap-
pointed engineer in charge of design and development
tor the American Car & Foundry Motors Company of
the same .city.
'0/
G. Harry Clay, who is engaged in research work for
the Kansas City- Testing Laboratory, visited the In-
stitute the early part of September in company with
his sons.
Piper of Chicago visited at the new building
during the last week of August. He is a mechanical
engineer with the Western Electric Company of that
city.
0• 3
James .Itsius is now vice-president and man-
ager of the Robert Sloan Company, Chrysler distrib-
uters, of Cincinnati.
'OS
M. R. Reed, who is Assistant General Manager of
Motive Power in the northwest region of Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, has been transferred to Logansport,
Indiana.
07
Sharpenberg visited the school in June with
a sub freshman for the class of 45. Sharpenberg,
whS is with the Standard Oil Company at Bakers-
field, California, was glad to see the New Rose tak-
ing on the atmosphere of a real college settlement.
0• 8
11. W. Heidenger is branch manager of the Indiana
Inspection Bureau with headquarters in the Terre
Haute Trust Building.
09
C. W. Piper, an industrial heating engineer with the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company of Cincin-
nati, was at Rose the last week of August.
Grammer writes an interesting letter from
Chatanika, Alaska. He has been in the employ of the
government for some time as deputy surveyor.
• O
Henry M. Shaw, with the Haroma Chemical &
Manufacturing Company', has been transferred to
Tokio, Japan, where that firm is erecting a new
plant. Shaw. before being transferred, completed
some interesting work on researches in ultra violet
light action.
Everett .Ilack has recently been promoted to
the position of vice-president of the Hawaiian Con-
struction Company. Black has a marked ability in
dealing with men and is likewise respected by both
workmen and executives of his company. It was 
tle more than a year ago that he rewarded his fore-
men and sub-foremen with a banquet .on the occasion
of the record completion of a certain stretch of I.
His address is P. O. Box 3303, Honolulu,
'12
Alvin Dreifus visited the Institute July 14. He is
with the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company of
Cincinnati as safety switch engineer.
Jerry H. Service, with the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey as Junior Hydrographic and Geodetic engi-
neer, only last year acted as assistant in important
physical measurements of the velocity of sound
through sea water. •
'13
Edward A. Scheffel, Superintendent of Construc-
tion for John S. Adkins of Cincinnati, visited the
school in August.
R. M. Ostrander, with the Commonwealth Edison
Company of Chicago, visited at the school in August.
Ostrander is employed as engineer and supervisor of
circuit design.
'16
E. Gadberry, who is teaching science in one of the
high schools at Birmingham, Alabama, visited the
school in August. Address 2252 Twenty-second Street,
Ensley, Alabama.
F. Casper Wagner, Jr., is with the Central Texas
Power Company, Sinton, Texas.
Richard D. Leitch is Associated Chemical Engineer
with the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania.
'18
E. D. Minnick has been employed by the Northwest-
ern Electric Company as office manager of their Port-
land, Oregon, office.
D. B. Henry visited the school in July.
'21
George H. Defel, instructor in physics and mathe-
matics at Washington, Indiana high school, was a
June visitor at the Institute.
'22
Maynard H. Duck, who has been lost to us for some
time, writes from Sparrow's Point, Maryland, where
he is workng on a new rolling mill for the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation. Address, 903 D. Street.
W. C. Turner has announced the arrival of a son,
William Clifton, Jr., July 17, 1926. Turner is con-
struction foreman for the General Electric Company
of Chicago.
S. H. Pittman, with the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati,. was a visitor at the Institute
in July.
Dwight B. Spencer of Los Angeles, California 
ited the school in August. He is employed with the
City Engineer of the City of Los Angeles.
'24
G. R. Fitterer, who was formerly with the Stanley
Works at New Britain, 
Researc 
Conn., has taken up his work
as h Fellow in the Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology, following appointment. He is now engaged
oti the problem, "The Fo Ii rmation and 
Identification of
Inclusion in Steel." Fitterer is working in co-opera-
tionHerty, Senior investigator of the
Bureau of Mines.
Carson W. Sims is employed as Chief of Analytical
Research by the Commercial Solvents Corporation,
Terre Haute.
'25
F. L. Bradford is with the Surface Combustion Co.,
at New York. Address, 366 Gerard Avenue.
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0. W. Metz has taken a position with Harry Hake,
Architect of Cincinnati.
John Lenhart, ex '25, is no longer a member of the
Rose Bachelor's Club. Lenhart was recently married
to Miss Virginia Hickson of Terre Haute. They will
make their home in San Francisco where the bride is
manager of the Grayson Hotel.
T. A. Yager has finished his course in the Testing
Department of the General Electric Company, Schen-
ectady, and has accepted a position with the Howe
Scale Company, Rutland, Vermont. Mr. Yeager's
home was formerly in Advance, Indiana.
'26
Ray Moore, ex '26, has taken a position with the
J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia.
During the past summer members of the 1926
graduating class accepted the following positions and
connections:
Robt. T. Aitken, Indian Refining Co., Lawrence-
ville, Ill.
Peter J. Burt, Louisville Gas & Electric Co., Louis-
ville, Ky.
Clarence L. Carbon, Research Fellow, Carnegie In-
stitute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Paul E. Crane, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis.
Carl E. Dreher, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Company, Mansfield, Ohio.
Clarence W. Ellis, General Electric Company,
Schnectady, N. Y.
Arthur E. Faust, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edward F. Kelly, Chicago Telephone Co., Chicago,
John W. Leake, Louisville Gas & Electric C.o.,
Louisville, Ky.
Everett Letsinger, General Electric Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind.
Harry E. Lewis, General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N.Y.
Herbert E. Matson, Indiana Electric Corporation,
Dresser, Ind.
Harvey H. Mayrose, Indian Refining Company,
Lawrenceville, Ill.
Miner L. Mitchell, Columbus, Ohio.
Theodore S. Moench, General Electric Company,
East Lynn, Mass.
Lee W. Pickel, Louisville Gas & Electric Co., Louis-
ville, Ky.
Ernest P. Pifer, Indiana General Service Corpora-
tion, Muncie, Indiana.
Victor E. Schlossberg, Inland Steel Company, Gary,
Indiana.
Max C. Sherwood, C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Frank Swearingen, Kentucky Actuarial Bureau,
Louisville, Ky.
Ralph W. Tapy, Milwaukee Electric & Power Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Joseph H. Utt, Interstate Public Service Co., Vin-
cennes, Ind.
Bruce R. Walsh, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
E. Wayne Watkins, Big Four Railroad, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
John S. Wells, Milwaukee Light & Power Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.
D. Ralph Werner, General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y.
G. Edison White, General Electric Company, Lynn,
Mass.
Harry L. Willson, General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y.
Baldwin G. Witty, General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y.
Maurice L. Witty, Linton, Indiana.
The marriage of Victor E. Schlossberg, '26, to Miss
Leba Kerber of 1224 S. Seventh Street, Terre Haute.
was announced a short time ago. Mrs. Schlossberg is
a graduate of Wiley High School and Indiana State
Normal, and has taught in the public schools of
Terre Haute.
Mr. Schlossberg is now connected with the Inland
Steel Company at Indiana Harbor, Indiana.
Onzi P. Hood, class of '85, and Chief Mechanical
Engineer of the U. S. Bureau of Mines with offices
at Washington, D. C., is one of the group of the na-
tion's greatest engineers who will meet at the Inter-
national Conference on Bituminous Coal to be held at
the Carnegie Institute of Technology November 15-
19. Mr. Hood is included in the list of speakers, as
announced by Dr. Baker of that Institution.
Rose Men in Research
Two Rose men head the list of thirteen graduates
of colleges and universities that have been appointed
Research Fellows to conduct an unusually extensive
program of studies in mining and metallurgy at the
Carnegie Institute of Technology during the coming
year. The work, as in the past, will be carried on by
the Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engi-
neering, in co-operation with the Pittsburgh Station
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines and under the direction
of two advisory boards of engineers and business men
representing the mining and metallurgical industries.
The appointees and the institutions from which they
were graduated are: Clarence L. Corban '26 and G.
R. Fitterer '24, Rose Polytechnic Institute; Briant F.
Branting, University of Utah; R. L. Geruso, Rensse-
laer Polytechnic Institute; Charles H. Gilmour, Syra-
cuse University; E. R. Perry, Hastings College; Miles
B. Royer, Pennsylvania State College; E. J. Talbert,
University of New Hampshire; N. A. Tolch, Uni-
versity of Illinois; Carl E. Traubert, University of
Denver; Stanley P. Watkins, Birmingham Southern
College; R. E. Wiley, University of Minnesota; Don-
ald C. Jones, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Senior investigators to assist the Research Fellows
will be furnished by the Bureau of Mines. C. L. Cor-
ban, a graduate of the class of '26 of Rose Polytechnic
Institute, will be associated with E. J. Talbert, Fellow,
of the University of New Hampshire and Senior in-
vestigators, P. Nichols and A. Selvig. Their prob-
lem as assigned by the advisory boards is entitled,
"Coal Ash Fusibility as Related to Clinkering." G.
R. Fitterer, also a graduate of Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute, in the class of '24, will work on "Formation
and Identification of Inclusion in Steel" in co-opera-
tion with C. H. Herty, Senior investigator. Fitterer.
when in Rose, did his thesis work on the subject of
steel. His work there attracted the attention of the
iron and steel industry, where he has been continu-
ously employed until being called to Pittsburgh.
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Here's a chance to view an improved Rose Tech with the new drives, new
bridge spanning Lost Creek and leading to the athletic field, recently completed
bleachers, the improved track and baseball diamond, and, best of all, the Dem-
ing Memorial Dormitory.
HERE'S THE PROGRAM
10:00-12:00 Open house to those who wish to be conducted around the grounds
and buildings.
12:00- 1 :00 Cafeteria lunch at dormitory.
2:00- 4:30 Rose-Earlham game.
4:30- 9:00 Open house at fraternities and dormitories.
9:00-12:30 Senior Dance.
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HERE IT IS—LET'S GO
Sept. 25. Vincennes University at Vincennes.
Oct. 2. Georgetown College at Georgetown, Ky.
Oct. 9. University of Louisville at Louisville, Ky.
Oct. 16. Evansville College at Evansville, Indiana.
Oct. 22. Central Normal at Danville, Indiana.
Oct. 30. Eastern Illinois State Normal at Rose.
Nov. 13. Earlham College at Rose.
Nov. 20. Hanover College at Hanover, Indiana.
ROSE OPENS SEASON WITH VICTORY
Rose Poly opened its football season September 28
by defeating Vincennes University 10-0. The Vin-
cennes team showed unexpected strength due to a
larger number of former high school stars in their
lineup. The game was played on a muddy field, thus
slowing up the plays considerably.
Show Strong Defence
The defensive play of the Engineers' line was good.
They stopped all attempts of the Alices to gain by
line rushes. The offense of the Rose men was the
greatest weakness which was brought out. Time
after time, Rose was within scoring distance but lost
the ball, either on fumbles or downs. For the re-
mainder of the schedule Rose should be able to cor-




Sawyer of Rose received the kick off, but the Engi-
neers had the ball in a mud hole. After a series of
line bucks Sweeney kicked a long punt which rolled
out of bounds. Vincennes never had the ball in Rose
territory in this quarter. Keith made Vincennes' only
first down during the period by circling a Rose end
for ten yards.
Second Quarter
It was the Engineers' ball at the beginning of the
period. Milo Dean ripped off four yards on a cross
buck. He repeated with a gain of nine yeards. Swee-
ney punted after he failed to gain by carrying the
ball. Vincennes was penalized 15 yd, for holding.
The Alices tried a punt, but Sawyers broke through
and blocked the kick, Rose recovering on the 30-yd.
line. A series of line plays by Harvey and Dean re-
sulted in a touchdown. Harvey kicked for the extra
point.
Third Quarter
After Rose had kicked off to Vincennes, the Alices
were held for downs and forced to pick an exchange
of punts, resulting in gains for the Engineers. Fose
had possession of the pill on the 25-yd. line. A fum-
ble and two penalties cost Rose its chance to score on
three occasions. Harvey tried a place kick which
missed by inches. Another exchange of punts ended
the period.
Last Quarter
Vincennes punted from its own 20-yd. line. Tag-
gart caught the pigskin, and Sweeney ran 18 yards
around the end, but fumbled when he was tackled,
Vincennes recovering the ball. The Rose opponents
uncorked a passing attack. Keith completed a 15-yd.
Pass to Walker. Kuntz downed Walker with a fierce
tackle. Vincennes incompleted several forward
passes and both teams resorted to kicking. A long
spiral was picked up by Knowles and Staggs fell on
the ball.
Harvey then place-kicked. The score was 10-0.
Rose was speeding toward her goal when the final
gun sounded.
Home Coming, November 13
'Earlliam vs. Rose
Saturday, Nov. 13, will be home coming day for
the Engineers. This game will also be the first one
to be held on our new athletic field.
This will be the first opportunity for the student
body to see our team in action. Let's have the old
school spirit, that so far this year has been unheard
of in our veins and back the team by being present
at the game.
Here's to a victory for Rose on Home Coming Day!
BEAT EARLHAM !!
ROSE POLY SCORES IN FIRST DEFEAT
Rose Poly's football team went down in defeat
against the powerful Georgetown team on Oct. 2
John Harvey place kicked a goal in the closing min-
ute of play, thereby preventing the Engineers from
being shut out.
The game was close during the first half, both teams
fighting on even terms. Georgetown scored a touch-
down and field goal and the score at the half was 9-0,
Georgetown.
In the second half Georgetown opened up a power-
ful running attack which the Fighting Engineers
could not stop, the final score being 31-3.
Sawyer was the outstanding player for Rose, while
Menden and Ellis also gave a good account of them-
selves.
Lineup and summary:
GEORGETOWN, 31. ROSE POLY, 3
Nash  L.E.Derbey
Wilson L T  Menden
Mills  L.G.Brown
Harrod C  Kunz
Gibson  R.G.Sawyer
Vaughan  R.T   Ellis
Hedden  R.E.  Staggs
Anderson Q B  Taggart
Meidinger  L.H.Sweeney
Griffin  R.H.  Dean
Lenoir  F.B.  Marsh
Substitutes—Georgetown, Mattingly for Lenoir, Howie for
Hedden, Gaines for Anderson, Jacobs for Wilson, Sarels for
Mills, Dillard for Griffin, Gaines for Anderson, Lenoir for
Mattingly, Black for Gibson, Lenoir for Nash, Mattingly
for Dillard. Rose Poly—Borries for Brown, Hauer for
Staggs, Davis for Taggert, Harvey for Sweeney.
Score by periods:
Georgetown 6 3 13 9-31
Rose Poly 0 0 0 3-3
Touchdowns—Georgetown, Lenoir, 3; Mattingly, 1; saf-
ety, 1. Rose Field Goal, Harvey. Officials—Referee, Doak,
Pittsburgh University; umpire, Hess, Centre College; head-
linesman, Hore, Louisville.
(Continued on page 24)
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The Library and Industrial Progress
THROUGH the improvement in organization andin productive methods recendered industry by
technically trained men, marked increases in indus-
trial efficiency have been brought about. nI the steel
industry, for instance, two men with modern unload-
ing machinery have replaced. twelve to twenty un-
loading by hand; in blast furnace charging two men
using machinery do the work of fourteen; in pig iron
casting seven men accomplish what sixty formerly
could do, and in the unloading of scrap and pig two
men with great electric magnets and traveling cranes
get done in a day as much as 128 working under old
methods,
Greater productive capacity exists in virtually
every industry—in textile, tire, steel, oil, shoe, leather
and others. Herbert Hoover has estimated that while
the number of wage earners in American factories in-
creased 27 per cent, in the last ten years, their output,
in terms of quantity, increased nearly 60 per cent.
Production per wage earner employed has advanced
by at least 25 per cent.
These figures are indicative of a great new trend—
the flow of technical knowledge, from the engineer
and scientist, to business and industry. Increased
production has come about very largely through the
adaptation by the engineer of research in pure science
to practical needs.
How has this new knowledge—these new methods
—reached the business man? In two important ways
this new technique has spread to the industrial world.
Where size and resources have permitted, business
has set up its own laboratories and engaged its own
staff of scientists and technicians. Or, this knowledge
has been secured through the medium of books, sci-
entific journals, the reports of technical societies and
their bulletins and publications.
This latter is important for two reasons. First,
every industry cannot maintain its own laboratory
and staff of engineers. Secondly, a wide diffusion of
knowledge is constantly necessary to avoid costly
duplication of research and assure to industry as a
whole the benefits of the latest and best scientific
knowledge.
A valuable channel for this dissemination is the
American public library. Indeen, one of the principal
directions of recent library growth has been in the
development of Science, Technology and Economic
departments. The John Crerar Library in Chicago,
for instance, is one of the foremost industrial librar-
ies in the United States today. The Newark Public
Library has established a downtown business branch.
And the libraries in Cleveland, Detroit, New York and
other cities are engaged in the work of becoming
valuable connecting links between business and sci-
entific knowledge.
Concerning the library and its relation to new sci-
entific truths, the late Professor Jaques Loeb, an out-
standing American scientist, has said that most sci-
entific discoveries are made in libraries and then are
tested out in laboratories. "New discoveries are com-
binations of old ideas, and those combinatons are
mcst likely to occur to the mind of scientist and engi-
neer, not when handling material things, but when
brooding over the thoughts of other men and rethink-
ing them again.- It is in these hours of profound re-
flection that new combinations occur, and the labora-
tory verifies or disproves. "The library,- said Pro-
fessor Loeb, "remains the great essential to discov-
ery."
Yet, despite the rapidity with which the engineeer
and his contributions have been utilized by industry
and business, there exists today, unapplied and oft-
times unknown, vast aggregations of technical knowl-
edge. •
Engineers have asserted that technical knowledge
is available which would go a long way toward the
abolition of poverty, double or treble the standard of
living, change ugly cities into noble ones, and by the
means of giant power and decentralization bring the
culture of the town to the countryside.
Fully one-half of the million man-years lost every
year through industrial accidents could be saved, it
is estimated, if our engineering knowledge were gen-
erally known and applied.
Much technical knowledge must, of course, remain
unused for a considerable period of time, for its ap-
plication would mean the scrapping of many large
industrial units. Application must come about grad-
ually. Yet there is a danger, too, that valuable tech-
nical knowledge which might be immediately useful
will remain buried in brochures, locked in laboratory
reports or stand on shelves unknown. Progress in
industry rests not only upon the creation of new
knowledge but also upon its diffusion.
Engaged in a general program for the spread of
knowledge is the American Library Association, a
national body of 8,300 libraries, lbrarians and allied
organizations throughout the country.
It is engaged in bringing industry and business into
closer contact with the sources of technical informa-
tion. Its program includes the establishment and de-
velopment of Science, Technology and Economics di-
visions in the public library.
Its knowledge and experience in all the ramifica-
tions of library work is placed at the disposal of cor-
porations, of business and scientific organizations.
The Association is engaged in pointing out the grow-
ing technical resources of the public library and the
many sources of technical information to which it
holds a key. It is endeavoring to make the public
library a vital medium between science and industry.
FRESHMAN-SOPHOMORE GAMES
The inter-class games held Saturday of the first
week of school were very much one-sided, but never-
theless, spirit was not lacking.
The fact that the sophomores won the canoe tilt,
the first of the four events, gave them a certain
amount of courage, but the great number of Frosh
was enough to dampen anyone's spirits. The canoe
tilt, in which two contestants from each side were
chosen, was the only fair test of the day between the
two opposing sides.
The Push Ball event was the most trying one of
all. Everyone was more or less exhausted and with
the odds four to one the sophomores did not stand a
bare chance of winning. There was not a bit of use
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NOBODY understands the principle of a bal-anced program better than the manager of a
vaudeville house.
That's a thought to you men now making out
your study programs. Balance the chemistry
with English literature; balance your calculus
with economics.
It all gets down to the fact that in industry
today, electrical communication included, you
will ilnd men well-grounded in their specialty but
broad in human sympathies—men of the "all-
around" type who can shoulder big responsibility
in a big organization.
estern Electric coitipan
Makers of the Nation's Telephones
Number 61 of a Series





The beginning of the fall term finds practically the
same "gang" returning for the 1926-2/ school year,
and including the welcome addition of Bros. Fred
Franzwa and Hoffman, after a years absence. Ac-
cording to their story, it is great to be back.
The first meeting of the year was well attended by
a much refreshed crowd, each of whom, after the
meeting proper was over, tried to outwit the other
with tales of a very successful summer.
At so early a date the social activities of the chap-
ter have been limited, but with the fall season now
in full swing much is contemplated for the near future.
The present football season has created much in-
terest among the chapter. Among ;hose giving direct
material aid to the team are several of our men.
Brother Easterday of Oregon University has been
a recent visitor among several of the chapter. Resi-
dent alumni members have likewise kept in close as-
sociation with the chapter during the summer.
Brothers White, Dreher and Wilson are now located
in the East, while Brother Swearinger has a good
position at Louisville, with the Kentucky Acturial
Bureau.
SIGMA NU
A very few of the brothers were located in Terre
Haute during the past summer. With the exception
of about four, every Sigma Nu at Rose Poly was
either working away from Terre Haute or at their
home away from here. Brothers Reinking, Brown,
and West were with the fourteen Rose Poly students
at Camp Custer last summer. Reinking and West
won marksmanship medals on the range, while Rein-
king was the high point man in the track meet held
between platoons. It was the points of the Rose
men that gave the victory to the second platoon over
the first platoon consisting entirely of the engineering
students from the University of Illinois.
Some bumming trips were made during the sum-
mer by a few of the brother. Brothers Reinking
bummed to New York after camp was out last August,
and returned to Pittsburgh where he worked for the
remainder of the summer. He then bummed the re-
mainder of the distance to Terre Haute. Brother
Deitrick was also on a bumming trip to the west which
ended in Western Missouri. Brother Derry bummed
to school from Urichsville, Ohio, making the trip in
two days.
Eight of the brothers are on the football squad this
fall, of whom two have been acting captain. Brothers
Sweeney, Staggs, Reinking, Menden, Mendenhall,
Derry and Brown are giving their support
to Coach Clark for a successful team this year.
Brothers Brown and Staggs have been acting captain
with Brown serving in the Vincennes game, and
Staggs serving in the Georgetown game.
Many of our alumni changed their location during
the past summer. The changes of address of these
brothers were by those who have not been graduated
a great number of years and have not definitely set-
tled in any one locality.
Brother Hubert Brinton has been transferred to
Louisville, Kentucky. He was previously with the
Wagner Electric Company at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Brother Herman Heck, who was formerly principal
of a high school at Vincinnes, Indiana, has charge. of
the concrete work on the new dam under construction
at Louisville. Brother Lee Pickel, who was graduated
last June, is night engineer on the same project. .
Brother Royce Wright, who was formerly with
the General Electric Company at Cleveland, Ohio, has
been transferred to Chicago, Illinois.
Max Skeeters, who is located at Wilmington, Dela-
ware, was back for a visit last summer.
Brother Head Gray has been transferred to Indian-
apolis, Indiana with the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany. He was formerly located at Columbus, Ohio.
Brothers Roger Bolin and Joe Reifenberg, who are
both with the Westinghouse Electric Company at
Mansfield, Ohio, were both back to their home in
Brazil for a short vacation. Brother Reifenberg was
a visitor to the school on the day of registration.
Brother William Dowen, the brother of Robert
Dowen, not in Rose Poly, was back for his vacation
last summer. He is employed by the Wagner Elec-
tric Company at St. Louis, Missouri.
Brothers Jack and Derby McDargh were in and
out of Terre Haute several times during the summer
on business trips.
Brothers Oliver White and George Brodie, who
went to Annapolis last summer, are getting along
successfully and report that they are enjoying their
work very much. Brother Brodie has become quite
active in campus organizations having made the rifle
team, the glee club, and the music club.
Brother Clark Piper, who entered West Point last
July is also faring well. He has made both the "A"
squads in basketball and football. He was one of
three plebes to make the football squad, and has a
chance now of making the first squad of twenty-two
men.
Brothers Perry Wilson and Harold Evinger, who
entered Wisconsin University last February, spent the
summer in Terre Haute. Perry Wilson received the
highest grades in the chapter for the past semester.
Brother Jake Reinking has been transferred to
Staten Island from Plasterco, Virginia. He is in the
employ of the United States Gypsum Company.
Brother Reinking was married last June in Terre
Haute.
THETA KAPPA NU
With the opening of another school year Theta
Kappa Nu is making plans for the Turkey Run Din-
ner Dance, one of the major social functions of the
fraternity, which is an annual affairs, held each fall.
The members and their girl friends motor to Turkey
Run in the afternoon and enjoy the scenic beauties of
the park until evening, when a delicious chicken din-
ner is served at the Turkey Run Hotel. After dinner,
the (lance is held in the ballroom of the hotel. The
tentative date has been set for November 6, and each
(Continued on page 29)
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Only in
Only Timken Tapered Roller Bearings have
the two-spot contact of rolls and rib which
assures positive roll alignment.
Only Timken Tapered Roller Bearings have
the unit-stamped precision cage which virtu-
ally floats, since its only function is spacing—
not aligning—the rolls.




made of special Timken electric furnace
steel from the Timken steel mill.
Special alloy, special processes, special ma-
chinery, and special design pursued to its
ultimate development are advantages
made possible by Timken resources.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.
CANTON, OHIO
The Timken Engineering Journal consists
of 110 pages of engineering 7nateria1, in-
cluding bearing tables, recommendations for
bearing applications and other authentic,
informative material. Copies are available






and Cut to Order
COLLEGE MEN, WHO OBSERVE THE
STYLE RULES LAID DOWN BY EN-
GLISH UNIVERSITY MEN, WILL EX-
PERIENCE A DEFINITE DEGREE OF
SURPRISE AND PLEASURE IN A RE-




Lee Goodman & Son
410 WABASH AVE.




Steel Derricks - Industrial Cars
Excavators
Inquiries Solicited Covering





W. H. INSLEY, ROSE, '00
President
A. C. RASMUSSEN, '09
Chief Engineer
FRED B. RAY, '20
Asst. Chief Engineer
ROBERT T. REINHARDT, '11
GORDON K. WOODLING, '20
RUDOLPH A JAENISCH-Ex , '16
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Freshman-Sophomore Games
(Continued from page 18)
wasting energy trying to hold the Rhinies in check,
nor was there the interest or vim that there would
have been had both sides been evenly matched.
In the Pipe Rush as well as the Push Ball event, a
certain number of men from each side should have
been chosen, this number, of course, depending upon
the number of each class present. If there were thirty
sophomores, then thirty freshmen should have been
chosen to oppose them. That would make it all in-
teresting and fair.
A football game would not be played if four or five
men were missing, neither would a basket ball game
nor a baseball game be played with uneven numbers
on the different sides.
Let us hope that in future years the interest may
be increased in inter-class contests by more careful
ruling in the games. Until there is proper regula
tion of such sports, contests between classes will con-
tinue to be unfair.
—Frank Crawford.
Research and Progress
(Continued from page 10)
Now used on six railroad systems, ordered for five
others, and continually being adopted at the larger
industrial plants, the oil-electric locomotive is no long-
er the novelty—it is a practical addition to trans-
portation.
THE ACTION OF STEAM IN THE PIPE MAIN
Steam, upon entering the piping system is partially
in contact with the inner surface of the pipe and the
fittings; a fact which transfers part of the heat to
the metal of the pipe. It is then transferred to the
atmosphere surrounding the pipe. Logic and ob-
servation prevent such a statement from being ques-
tioned.
As the air near the outside surface of the pipe be-
comes warm it naturally rises, making ample space
for cooler air and a repetition, identical to the above
occurs. In this way a coninuous stream of cold air
is in contact with the steam pipe. Cooled by this
ever-repeating process, some of the steam is con-
densed. Steam, condensed when stored in the main,
is known as "Static condensation ;" when flowing
through a pipe the condensation due to the cooling
effect of the atmosphere is termed "dynamic con-
densation." The amount in either case is known to be
practically the same. By keeping the piping when
well covered and lagged with some good quality non-
conducting material, the loss of steam through con-
densation is surprisingly lowered. But no matter how
carefully the covering is fitting, some water will col-
lect in the system of pipe due to condensation. Thus,
a low spot in a pipe may result in an. additional ex-
pense for repair. In the manufacturing plant such
items cause an increase in the overhead expense, a
direct means of increasing the cost of production.
Often it is such trivialities that determine the success
or failure of industry.
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A Willing
and Indispensable Servant
IFTY-FIVE YEARS AGO a young inventor named
Simon Ingersoll decided to pit his skill and inven-
tive talents against the crude, laborious methods
of hand drilling then in use. The result of his
experiments was the original rock drill. Curiosity
seekers crowded about at its first demonstration;
but only a few saw in the tool the first of those applications
which were later to make air-power a sister force to electricity
and steam.
Since that time, hundreds of practical appliances have
supplanted the original rock drill, and powerful, high-pressure
machines have made of compressed air a willing and indis-
pensable servant.
There is scarcely an industry, nowadays, in which pneu-
matic devices do not play some part. There is scarcely an
object of everyday use whose production has not been
speeded by air-power in some form.
What was once a laboratory experiment is now an indus-
trial necessity. It has been the lot of Ingersoll-Rand
Company to develop this force and to provide its world-
wide distribution.
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY
11 Broadway New York City
Offices in principal cities all over the world
fl
11
To-day powerful air compressors, both stationary
and portable, supply the power
for the rock drills
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HUMOR
Fond Father: How did you get through Calculus?
A Want-to-be-Engineer: "Don't know, Dad; went
through there at night and didn't see much of the
place.
—The Transit.
"My curiosity is running away with me," said the
farmer when his two-headed calf broke loose and
towed him around the barnyard.
Use Herpicide
Boy: Granpop, why don't grass grow on the side-
walk?
Gr. Pop: Because it can't get through the cement,
son.
Boy: Granpop, why are you bald-headed?
A Contractor
Flim : What's your business?
Flam : Contractor.
Flim : What line?
Flam : Debts.
A Short Circus
Wife: Wire your insulate? Watts the matter?
The other 50% : Fuse where I was you'd be late,
too.
Wife: This is positively shocking. If it happens
again, I'll get a switch and socket to you. I conduit,
too.
Golf Helped Him
His Honor: Young man, do you appreciate the
solemnity of an oath, and do you know what an oath
is?
Boy: Ye-es, sir. I caddied for you last Sunday.
—Life.
The tightest man in the world is the man who
won't wear rubber heels because they give a little.
Money and Ice
"Money," said the Cornfed Philosopher, "is like
ice; the hotter the time, the sooner it's gone."
—Indianapolis Journal.
"I can't keel) this up much longer," said the frail
strap to the evening gown.
Slow Accessions
Mrs. La Salle: You said Mrs. Wabash got her fur-
niture on the installment plan, didn't you?
Mrs. Dearborn : Yes, she's had four husbands and
got a little with each one.
You Don't Say
"Do you drink anything
"Yes, anything."
Widow: Yes, my husband's dead—killed by a
traveling crane.
Englishwoman : What shockingly horrible birds
you do have in America.
Economical Economics
Prof. Settles: Someone please state the proposition
for argumentation.
Detrick (spontaneously) : Resolved that there shall
not be as much immigration into the United States.
Prof. Settles (casually) : Well then—keep on
man out.
Girls Is Girls
Gerty : Got anything on for tonight, Perty ?
Perty : No, I actually haven't.
Gerty (brandishing a powder puff) : Aw, just bor-
row Mrs. Stiles neckpiece and come out.
U. OF L. WINS FROM ENGINEERS
(Continued from page 17)
The University of Louisville's football team defeat-
ed Rose Poly Oct. 9 at Louisville. A crowd of six
thousand people, who came to see the greatest game
ever developed at the university, witnessed the defeat
of the Engineers.
The Engineers fought hard and never gave up, but
were outplayed by a veteran team which outweighed
them twenty pounds to the man. The play of Staggs
and Marsh was outstanding for Rose.
Lineup and summary:
LOUISVILLE, 49. ROSE POLY, 0.
Daugherty (C.) L.E.Derry
Weber I,.T  Menden
Fishback  L.G.Borries
Robertson  C.  Kunz
Ernst R G  Sawyer
Arnold R T  Ellis
Nachland R  E. Staggs
F,spie  Q B.  Taggart
Drewry H  Marsh
Koster  R H   Dean
Mavhall F B Harvey (Act. C.)
Score by periods:
Louisville 7 16 13 13-49
Rose Poly 0 0 0 0-0
Touchdowns—Ford. 3; Koster. 3; Pitchford, 1. Goals
after touchdown—Koster, 4; Ford, 1. Safety—Taggart down-
ed by Louisville in end zone.
Substitutes: Louisville—Ford for Koster, Koster for
Drewry, Pitchford for Mayhall. Blackby for Esnic. Rose
Poly—Davy for Taggart. Taggart for Davy. Martin for
Borries. Hauer for Derry. Derry for Hauer, McKillop for
Dean. Sweeney for Harvey.
Referee—Duffy, Centre College. Umnire—Shadoan, Centre
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CUTTER'S policy is to build CircuitBreakers better than any other
manufacturer in the world.
Cutter is not interested primarily in see-
ing how small they can make their ap-
paratus, but how strong they can build it.
Cutter insists that I-T-E Breakers cause
less trouble, less maintenance, less repair
part expense and give more service, bet-
ter protection and greater reliability than
any other Circuit Breaker.
Cutter knows they give pound for pound
and dollar for dollar more value than
any other Circuit Breaker manufacturer.
Remember—real protection, which





U -RE - LITE I T- E CIRCUIT BREAKERS
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a
• • CRANE VALVES
Wedge Gate Valve
No. 68-E
This valve, for high
pressure superhea ted
steam work, is made of
Crane hard metal, a
pure copper-tin bronze
of an average tensile
strength of 40,000 lbs.
per square inch.
In the age of the pioneers
The profession for which you are
studying, though concerned with
the most practical 'problems, is of
the very texture of American ro-
mance. From Eads bridge to the
Panama canal, American engineers
have been pioneers, accomplishing
the apparently impossible. Behind
the spectacular careers of Eads,
Goethals, Hammond have been
other great Americans, research
men whose unheralded contribu-
tions have helped make possible the
accomplishments of their more
widely known brothers.
In thepioneeringperiodofAmerican
engineering, Crane Co. is proud to
haveborneashare. From1855, when
the origind Crane brass and bell
foundry was launched, until the
present, Crane has led in the devel-
opmentofvalves.TheworkofCrane
engineers hasopened theway to hun-
dreds of engineering feats which the
past could not have dreamed. As
Crane has served thousands of engi-
neers before you, it seeks to serve you.
ORAN
Address all inquiries to Crane Co., thicago
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO
Branches and Salts Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-five Cities
National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal
Chicago,Bridgeport,Birmingham,Chattanooga,Trtn ton, Montrea I and St .fehnt,.‘tZue.
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, HAVANA
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 11843 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON
CS CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS
(Continued from page 4)
tubes and the physicist's vacuum tubes. There we
find order and motion that may be measured, if we
but find the means delicate and minute enough. In
the tiny system of things and spaces thus revealed to
be taken as approaching the smallest limit, or does
the series go on indefinitely smaller and smaller with-
out end? Peering thus without or within, we pene-
trate but a little way along the road that leads both
Ways to regions we do not know, and seem unable to
catch the faintest hope of understanding fully. Our
measuring rod is insufficient, both because it is too
short, and also in that its finest graduations are still
far too coarse.
As with Space, so also is our knowledge of Time.
The immense heavenly spheres have moved for un-
told ages in orbits of stupendous dimensions, but
these orbits cross and re-cross, and collisions are fre-
quent as we know, although for any one body these
clashes occur at intervals of many millions of years.
We sit here in our terrestrial grand stand at a safe
distance of several hundred or thousand light-years
and witness these grand smashes in the celestial
arena. Or, is at a safe distance? Who can say but
that at any moment a hot ball may not come roaring
into our grand stand, and the fun for us will be over
in a hurry? But the game will go on with spectators
watching, it may be, from many other grand stands
far across the field, until the last smash is made and
all the paraphernalia of the game is rolled up into one
cold, quiet package, and the game is called on account
of darkness. But then, who knows but that the Mas-
ter of the field may announce a new game, or indeed
a whole series of games on the same field, going on
down in orderly schedule into eternity. And, how
many of these grand cosmic ball games in the Eter-
nity Series were played before the Master tossed the
first ball in the game we are now witnessing? Here
both knowledge and imagination fail us.
In fact, are we not, we earth-dwellers, but as the
savage stepping for a moment out of the forest glades
onto the shore of a mighty river, then turning back
into the gloom of the forest again? We catch a fleet-
ing glimpse of a majestic stream flowing on out of the
unknown into the unknown. We look, and wonder,
and call it Time.
All our efforts to know but bring us at the end to
a mystery that can not be known. Shall we be dis-
couraged, and quit the task? Not at all. Mystery is
but food for imagination. Mystery does not mean
discouragement and fear, but joyous hope of bound-
less knowledge to be gained. If there were no more
to learn, imagination would die, but the zest for
knowledge fade away. The sublime mysteries of
Space and Time, of Matter and Energy, woven to-
gether with those surpassing mysteries of Life and
Mind, spread indeed a magic carpet along which imag-
ination leaps eagerly away toward the infinite. Yet.
across our pathway, woven of those same strands of
mystery, hangs a veil that ever halts our steps. Here
we pause in awed contemplation, as from time to, time
we catch faint but inspiring glimpses of a mighty
plan, a universe of universes, whose glorious com-
pleteness we may never know. Within this vein of
mystery, beyond the reach of knowledge, beyond even
the power of imagination, lies a veritable holy of
holies, where may well abide in fitting majesty The
Lord of Life, The Master Mind, The Creator, God.




—the result of improved design
IN the course of their continuous effort 
to
keep Brown & Sharpe Cutter design up-
to - the-minute, the Brown &
Sharpe engineers offered the
Saw with Side Chip Clearance
which is shown at work above.
It is especially recommended
for the faster cutting of iron and
steel.
The clearance on the sides of
the teeth behind their cutting




of the saw and makes possible side Chip Tarance. 
coarser feeds at increased speeds without drag-
ging or clogging. The figure below shows this
operation.
There is considerable information about
Cutters in the New
0 






BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.




Mauran, Russell CI Crowell, Architects
Every Window Above Ground Floor
Is Wire Glass
Permanence—Minimum Maintenance
Fire and Breakage Protection
were important factors
considered
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.
220 Fifth Avenue
New York St. Louis
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Where dependability is vital
IN connection with a new pumping station at Milwaukee,Wisconsin, additional feeder mains were required. It was
necessary that one of these should carry an unusually large
proportion of the water supply, and 54-inch pipe was decided
upon. Although pipe of material other than cast iron had a
lower first cost, Cast Iron Pipe was chosen because the possibil-
ity of interruption to service had to be reduced to a minimum.
The photograph above shows a section of pipe being lowered
into the ditch in the process of laying it.
THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU, Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago
CAST IRON PIPE
E BELL & SPIGOT .JOINT'
Our new booklet,"Plan-
ning a Waterworks Sys-
tem," which covers the
problem of water for the
small town, will be sent
on request
-NE ACCEPTED STANDARD FOR
,,s\LAj..DERGROUND CONSTRUCTITITe
Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service,"showinginterest-
ing installations to meet
special problems
(Continued from page 26)
Thus approaching in reverence, but never reachi
the eternal mystery of the ultimate plan, we find
field matchless in fascination, boundless in possibili
sublime even in its partial revelations, as we sear
for Truth.
Here, then, are the six simple elements of
creed I bring to you today:
1. I Believe in The Home and The Family.
2. I Believe in Youth.
3. I Believe in My Fellowmen.
4. I Believe in God.
5. I Believe in Jesus of Nazareth.
6. I Believe in The Search for Truth.
My whole idea is to urge upon you the importa
of looking up now and then while digging away at
daily task. In the intense application to some lo
problem, let us never forget that we live in a wond
ful world, a part of a sublimely interesting univer
built on a surpassing intricate and intelligent pl
and that, in the brief time allotted to each one of
here, it behooves us to make friends and work
gether with our fellow travellers. If these thoug
shall add even the smallest measure of inspiration
the task ahead of you, or of joy in the doing, I
content.
lllllllllllllll
Fall and Winter Hats and Caps
Are now on Displag
Meet Me Bareheaded
BILL CODY
7 1 5 Wabash Ave. Terre Haute
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Sparks Tailored Clothes
Our clothes are made to please
and gou have hundreds of patterns
to select from, all new fashionable
colors and latest designs.
ED SPARKS
715 Wabash
"BUILDER OF BETTER CLOTHES"
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Entrance Requirements
at Rose
The local press seems to make more or less of a
yearly custom, at the beginning of the school year, of
reviving the question of Rose entrance requirements.
Accordingly, on the day of registration, the newspa-
pers came forward with a story concerning eight
graduates of a local high school who were refused as
Rose students because of a lack of certain mathemat-
ics credits. The article carried a comprehensive state-
ment from Dr. F. A. Wagner giving the Institute
point of view and several statement from Superin-
tendent Engleman of the city schools, explaining the
situation in its relation to the local high schools.
Although the newspapers ventured no definite opin-
ions, yet three questions seemed to arise out of the
incident. They are as follows: Are Rose entrance re-
quirements too high? Is the faculty of the high
school at fault as far as the misunderstanding is con-
cerned? Can anything be done to prevent a recur-
rence of such situations? In the case at hand, each
of these questions can be definitely answered in the
negative. The responsibility for the misunderstand-
ing falls entirely upon the applicant and is due to his
own remissness.
The question as to whether Rose entrance require-
ments are too high is, indeed, scarcely a question, as
a few facts will show. The high standard of the cur-
riculum at Rose has been the outstanding feature,
the guiding light, which has held Rose up as an engi-
neering college of high order. And, in view of the
results under this system of "stiff courses, it seems
that, if anything, the entrance requirements are too
low. Especially is this true in the case at hand, for
the credits lacking were in mathematics and out of
the 143 credits required for graduation at Rose at
least 17 credits or twelve per cent. are in mathematics.
It is not hard to understand, therefore, why Dr. Wag-
ner says, "If it were any other subject except algebra,
we would probably have admitted these few students.
But algebra is the most difficult subject in our course
of study and the one in which we have the most fail-
ures."
As to the question of the lack of proper care being
exercised by the high school faculty to inform stu-
dents of the higher entrance requirements at Rose,
this can also be very readily answered in the nega-
tive. Supt. Engleman states very explicitly that
"Every student contemplating going to Rose is urged
again and again to take the elective courses in mathe-
matics offered in high school." This statement is also
confirmed by the experience of many of the present
members of the student body at Rose who were thus
urged to, and did take elective high school mathe-
matics to their own advantage.
Finally, what can be done about it? Assuredly
neither the Institute nor the high school can do more,
for to quote Supt. Engleman further, "Teachers, of
course, can only urge and advise students to elect
these courses," and so the whole matter rests with the
prospective applicant. If through continual urging
the prospective student can be made to drop the atti-
lide of indifference and indecision and decide definite-
ly whether or not he has any intentions of entering
Rose, then the problem will have been solved. If
such efforts are not successful, at least the Institute
and high schools are entirely exonerated and the ap-
plicant receives the reward of an extra year of high
school work to be made up.
—Herman A. Moench.
Fraternities
(Continued from page 20)
member is looking forward with much pleasure to
the big day. All arrangements are in the hands of
the Social Committee, of which Brother York is
chairman.
Nearly all the brothers repott a very successful
summer and are planning to make this school year
a banner year in scholarship and school activities.
Brother Carson, who has been working in Florida
for the past year, has again returned to school.
Brothers Whitecoton, '25, of Schenectady, N. Y., and
Dawson, '25, of Owensboro, Ky., were visitors in
Terre Haute during the summer. Brothers Sherwood,
'26, and Watkins, '26, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Trigg,
ex '27, visited the house on October 2 and 3. Brother
Ewers, '25, of New York City, was also a recent vis-
itor. Brother B. G. Witty, '26, has joined the ranks
of the married men and is located in Schenectady,
N.Y.
Theta Kappa Nu announces the initiation of Ted
Barret, '28, and Allan Reeves, '29, and also the pledg-
ing of Earl Kunz, '27.
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20 N. 6th Street
Opposite Deming Hotel
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McMillan Athletic Goods Co.
Terre Haute's o'xclusiae Sporting Goods Store





I Opposite Hotel Deming
30-32 North 6th St.E




Much has been said, both pro and con, about the
annual fight between the freshman and sophomore
classes. This fight, commonly known as the "tie up,"
is held on the campus at Rose. Many feel that the
fight is a poor way of introducing new students to
Rose. Others, on the other hand, think the fight an
effective methods of creating class co-operation from
the very first.
This annual scrap is a tradition at Rose. Handed
down from the earlier days of the Institute, it has be-
come a more and more important cvent. The fight
serves as an opportunity for class fellows to become
better acquainted. It calls forth a strong will, an ac-
tive mind and requires effective co-operation with
one's classmater. lie who cannot muster these re-
quirements will not last long in the struggle. As in
the ultimate game of life, one must fight or else fall
by the wayside. There is no place for a slacker there.
For one hour or less, the class battle rages. Each
student puts forth all he has in strength, perserver-
ance, and mental ability. Though the odds may be
against him, he can, and must, put up a game battle
in order to merit the admiration of fellows and rivals.
Such contests as class scraps have been criticized,
but, supervised ,as the freshman-sophomore fight is at
Rose, they are truly a stimulus to a healthy, normal
student. The fight tends to put a student "on his
toes." It causes him to think quickly and to act
accordingly.
In every class a few poor sportsmen are found.
They delight in giving a black eye to anything that
takes place. It is their actions that cause people to
wonder if the fight should not be abolished. It is the
minority of these poor sportsmen that creates a feel-
ing of unfriendliness between the two classes. Their
actions are often taken as typical examples of the en-
tire class, when, in fact, their acts are far from being
typical.
Summing up both sides of the question, there is no
doubt hut that the good results of the freshman-
sophomore battle far outweigh any seeming ill effects.
Yes, the annual 'tie up" should be continued in the
campus activities at Rose.
—Fred Andrews.
Why is the United States the
most prosperous nation?
We all have our "ups" and "downs." Sometimes
we are hard up, and sometimes we are flush. These
ups and downs apply to communities, and to nations.
just as they do to individuals.
The National Bureau of Economic Research has
been studying the national ups and downs, these per-
iods of. prosperity and of depression in business in the
more important nations covering a period of 125
years. This research has found that the United
States has a much better showing han any other great
commercial nation.
During this long period the United States has had
seventy-five years of prosperity or general good
times and fifty years of depression or hard times.
During approximately the same periods, England,
(Continued on page 31)
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Germany and France, the next three greatest nations
in order, had seventy years of prosperity to fifty-five
years of depression. Canada, though less important
in world commerce, had for a somewhat shorter per-
iod, an even better showing than the United States.
In other words, two North American countries, the
United States and Canada, lead the world in the pro-
portion of years of prosperity to years of depression;
while Austria, China and Brazil trail the procession
with the number of years of depression far greater
than the number of years of prosperity. In these last
three nations hard times is the normal, the usual con-
dition averaging nearly three years of hard times for
every year of prosperity.
These figures simple reinforce practically all other
statistics which go to show that the United States is
the best place in the world to live, where general
prosperiy for all classes of people is the rule.
These figures simply reinforce practically all other
statistics which go to show that the United States is
the best place in the world to live, where general
prosperity for all classes of people is the rule.
The reasons for our economical superiority are not
hard to find. They are principally two in number,
our greater utilization of our wealth of raw materials,
and our greater use of mechanical power. These two
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NEW FALL AND WINTER CLOTHES
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$35.00 and up
Fine Shirts - - Good Hots
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tive Joe Legg was told,
when he displayed a
strange zigzag image
covering nearly the
whole of an oscillo-
graph film to instructors
J. tr. Legg and fellow students at
Worcester Poly technic Institute hack
III 1915.
For Legg had done something that had
never been done before at Tech. He had
corralled the picture of a transient phenom-
enon. Translated, that means he had been
able to photograph the electrical disturbance
resulting from the closing and opening of
a circuit breaker. From that moment the
story of the modern oscillograph is synony-
mous with the story of Joseph Willard
Legg, E. E. '16.
Legg's novel experiment was accom-
plished by a form of remote control rigged
up for the college laboratory's oscillograph.
Soon the Westinghouse Company ordered
one of his controls. And it was natural that
Legg should follow his device to East Pitts-
burgh the next autumn, after he graduated.
First in the Research Department, then in




films the records of
electric current by




instance, has a vi-
brator strip that is
55/100,000 of an inch thick— N the
diameter of a human hair. It contains a
mirror 17/1000 of an inch wide.
But before Legg began his study, the
oscillograph, itself, was a clumsy con-
trivance weighing almost half a ton. He
proved that a compact oscillograph,
operated with an incandescent lamp, was
practicable; first, with a three-element
model (one that will record the action of
three phenomena at the same time) weigh-
ing about 135 pounds. This was in 1917.
More recently a nine-element oscillograph
weighing only 100 pounds has been de-
veloped. And, acme of creative genius,
Legg has just produced a baby one-ele-
ment oscillograph, called the OSISO—
which weighs hut 7 pounds! For good
measure, Legg designed a holder fir load-
What's the future with a large organization?" That is
what college men want to know first of all. The question
is Lest answered by the accomplishments V* others with similar
training and like opportunities. q'his is one ofa series of advertise-
ments portraying the progress at Westinghouse of typical college
graduates oil the campus some five—eig.ht—ten years.
ing the oscillograph film in daylight, some-
thing that had been fruitlessly tried tOr years.
As a result of these advances, power
companies are saved enormous expense in
learning vital characteristics of their cir-
cuits—and in solving problems faced by
their plants. For instance, by devising a
way to automatically record chance dis-
turbances on power lines, Legg has made
it possible with the OSISO to start
recording a picture 1/1000 of a second
after lightning causes a flash.
And so it goes at Westinghouse with
many college men — not just one or a
few—but with hundreds throughout the
organization. They do their part in ad-
vancing the electrical industry while they ply
their profession amid unlimited opportunity
for creative work.
Westinghouse
Where two steam locomotives tormerly puffed and strained to pull a 360-ton freight train up the
Steep slope of Maltrata incline, two e/ectric locomotives haul a 660-ton train with power to spare.
Electricity levels the Mountains
The General Electric Com-
pany required but eighteen




gineering skill, backed by
vast manufacturing facil-
ities, has enabled G-E to
serve humanity in many
ways.
A series of G-E advertise-
ments showing what elec-
tricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-1.
In Mexico, romantic land of pretty senoritas
and languorous minstrelsy, practical American
engineers have harnessed streams so that moun-
The winding thirty-mile Maltrata incline on the
road from Vera Cruz to Mexico City is now elec-
trified. Ten electric locomotives replace twenty-
three steam engines. The electrics haul twice the
tonnage of the steam locomotives—and in half
the time, with obvious benefits to traveler, rail-
roader, and shipper.
Yet Maltrata is but an example of electrical
progress. For electricity is conquering the grades
of railroads and of industry alike, the world over.
Impressive, no doubt, but still modest when
compared with the possibilities of electricity in
years to come. And it remains for college-
trained men, with trained capacity for initiative
and leadership, to become ambassadors for fur-
ther electrical conquests in foreign lands.
1, iStot
GENERAL ELECTRIC
